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ABSTZAQT

XITL5 » The Concept of ^hole-Dollar Accounting and Its Possible
Application la the Nary

cQU : Z&ftU <7ohn ff. Posts*, 30. WM

>ML$& i the concept of accounting In whole dollar amounts
has been employed by certain segments of private industry
since 1327 with considerable success* The concept has also
been used by the Post Office Department and the Haval Research
Laboratory f Washington, D.C. since the aid fifties* Basically,
the concept is simple - the cents are not disregarded in their
entirety, but are rounded off into whole dollar amounts.

Bach year greater pressure is placed upon the
Department of Defease for greater economy and more efficiency,
and accordingly there have been demands for more financial
controls. To effect economy and efficiency, the Havy has
applied sodern management techniques, installed automatic data
processing system and employed work slmplifloati . n methods to
all parts of the Havy man?- at field including area of
accounting. In the accounting field however, the basic
Ingredients of dollars and cents have not he^n considered. By
accounting in whole dollars, economy and efficiency of operations
oan be obtained and aecordi the concept of whole-dollar
account! ould be considered for possible application in the
Havy,

QM& JL§2££1« **• Paper discusses the history of
the whole-dollar l concept and it*. lloati In
private business and government* tas advantages and disadvant-
ages of the concept are dl , as well as the legality of

i concept as applied to govt- t .•accounting, Finally a
discussion it eated regarding the applicability of the
concept to Havy accouatin ,

. .• ..., ; The concept of whole-dollar accounting has been
employed successfully for years by such organizations as the
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, the Dravo Corporation, Tims
Incorporated, the Ashland Oil and Eefiaing Company, the Colgate-
Palmolive Company, the Post Office Department, and the laval
Research laboratory of Washington, D.C. Ho unsuccessful
applications were noted. The legality of the concept in
government accounting has bma established by the Comptroller
General f s approval of the implementation of the concept at the

6 Office Department.
The advantages of the concept include saving in time

and effort, lncrea roductivit ,1 S quality of

and higher morale, fas disadvantages are miner, !
.s oonce .

is a wor£ e :.floation technique whic lloable to Havy

accounting and should be considered for implementation.
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CHAPISH I

iwaoDtJOTioa

The Heed for the Study

Congress and the American taxpayer are greatly concerned

with the continuing increase of the costs of government and

particularly those of the Department of defense. Since World a'ar

11 the gradual escalation of costs has resulted in the Department

of Defense budget amounting to half the Federal budget and nearly

one-tenth of the gross national product of the nation* The nation

is, therefore, justified in its demands for prudent and economical

management of this large segment of its expenditures* Accordingly,

each year greater pressure is placed upon the Department of Defense

for greater economy and more efficiency through improved

management and in particular, financial management*

numerous studies concerned with the improvement of

financial management have been conducted in the Department of

Defense during the past two decades* As a result, many improvements

have been made in the areas of accounting, budgeting, auditing, and

progress and statistical reporting. In the Navy, some of the major

^John H. Dillon, Review of Management of the Department of
the Haw . (Washington, D*. C. • Havy Department, 1962), p. 4.
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improvements were? The Offloe of the Comptroller of the Navy was

established la 1950 to formulate prinoiples and policies and

prescribe procedures in the areas of financial management so that

management with efficiency and economy would result, Comptrollers

were established at local shore commands • Industrial and

commercial types of naval activities were converted to working

capital fund financing and accrual type accounting* The budget

process has been changed with presentation to Congress since 1951

on a performance basis. More recently budgets have been developed

as program packages , and the accounting system has been expanded

and Improved,

Improvements In the tfavy accounting system have been made

through revised accounting procedures, utilization of automatic

data processing systems, revising and eliminating reports, and

consolidating accounting functions at field activities. 3o far

though, the ilavy has not considered the basic Ingredient in all the

accounting records and reports— the monetary amounts represented

in dollars and cents.

In the interests of promoting greater economy and efficiency

every modern management technique should be studied for possible

application in the Navy. One such technique in the field of work

simplification and its application to the accounting operation is

that of accounting in whole dollar amounts rather than in dollars

and cents. The practice of not accounting for the cents has been





used in private Industry for more than thirty years. The cents

are not disregarded in their entirety, but are either accounted

for separately or are rounded off Into whole dollar amounts. The

concept has raany labor saving aspects which could well be utilized

to good advantage in a big business organization such as the Kavy.

There is a need to make a review of the possibilities and

the desirability of the concept of whole-dollar accounting. The

concept could prove to be applicable to the Navy accounting and

supply systems, and thereby provide management with another

management tool.

ISO! 9$ the Stu4y

This paper will endeavor to discuss the application of

whole-doliar accounting in private business and in government. The

advantages and disadvantages of the concept will be discussed as

well as the legality of the technique in government accounting.

Finally, a discussion of the concept's applicability to Mavy

accounting.

J^frM&Plo&r, pf the Study

Information pertaining to the application of whole-dollar

accounting in private industry contained in this paper has been

obtained through library research and correspondence with a dozen

business concerns that are utilizing the concept. Personal
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interviews with personnel of the Post Office Department and the

Naval Research Laboratory were conducted concerning the application

of the concept in their accounting operations. Library research

and personal interviews with personnel of the General Accounting

Office were employed to determine the legality of the concept in

government accounting. Information regarding the &avy supply and

accounting has been obtained through library research, personal

interviews and personal experience*

yerininolofly

•J!he system of rounding money amounts into whole dollar

amounts for accounting purposes has "oeen referred by various terms:

whole-dollar accounting, penny elimination, oentsless accounting,

pennyless accounting, and even, controlled tolerance accounting.

For purposes of consistency the concept will be referred to as

whole-dollar accounting throughout this paper.





CHAPTER II

THE OOllOEn OF ^HOLE-DOLLAR ACCOUNTING

Aacountlng is a profession In which a millionth of a part

receives Just as meticulous attention as the part itself.

Accountants work as much overtime attempting to locate a two cent

error which sight have been mechanically created as they do for a

two thousand dollar one. Doctors and engineers concern themselves

with lnfinltesima quantities as the milligram, but not when they

are dealing in metric tons. Many accountants have an inherent

belief in and a desire to balance out "to the penny" and to

calculate units cost and prices to several decimal places or

significant figures with the probably mistaken idea of achieving

accuracy or a truer presentation of facts* When one reviews the

sources of many accounting entries or the factors upon which a

standard cost or a material price is based, it is readily evident

that there are estimates and assumptions made in determining the

final figures. Prom this evidence it can be safely said that a

large proportion of our accounting figures are carried out to a

point beyond that required for significant or reasonable

^•Raymond J. Barber, Jr., "Does Zour Accounting Make Cents ?,"
national Association of Cost Accountants Bulletin . eptember, 19*7

S
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accuracy.

If the cents could be eliminated from accounting entries,

it can readily be Imagined that added efficiency could be obtained

through savings in time, space and headaches.

The uisfeorv of ...the,. Concept

P. A. ShicJc is credited with being the pioneer in whole-

dollar accounting. As the Comptroller of the Bethlehem Steel

Corporation* Mr« Shiofc proposed and installed the concept of

whole-dollar accounting in 1927* Cents were eliminated from all

accounts except accounts receivable, accounts payable, cash and

their controlling accounts. The original instructions Issued in

1928 are still in effect with only one minor change concerning the

lierchandise Sales Accounts being made in over three decades. ^ a

copy of 3ethlehem 3teel Corporation's Accounting Order iiumber 9 on

the subjeot "Elimination of Cents from Accounting Records " is

included as Appendix A. This accounting instruction is the only

Internal directive which the corporation has concerning the

technique.

2Hawn Brinfcley, "Calculating to Significant Digits Only,"
National association of -Jos fc Accountant's .Bulletin . (March, 1950),
p. 899.

Accounts
Florence A. May and Herbert P. Klingman, Whole-Dollar
fi&j C8** fork: Controllership Foundation, 1957)* VP* 51-53

•





iven though the concept of whole-dollar accounting was a

success at Bethlehem Steel from the start. It has been slow in

being adopted as a standard practice by accountants, i'here was no

nationwide dissemination of the concept until Mr. ShicJc wrote an

article on the subject in the Journal of accountancy in November,

1941. £rior to the article one of the earliest articles noted on

the elimination of oents was an editorial in the Journal of

Accountancy in 1937 , but in a very limited manner. 1'he editorial

noted that there had )sQen renewed discussions of the omission of

fractional parts of the dollar from balance sheets, statements of

income and other financial statements as a means of simplifying

the preparation of such statements and their interpretation. -*

In a subsequent Issue of the Journal of accountancy . S# J.

Oreaney stated in the correspondence section that he hoped the

Institute would not advocate the suggested practice. ^ ?his opinion

apparently was held by the great majority of accountants and

comptrollers even well into the forties, for the majority of the

financial statements published were detailed down to the penny*

*?• A. Shiek, "?hs Elimination of Cents from Accounting
Records,' *he Journal o^" Accountancy ( ovember, 1941), pp. 400-403

5'Elimination of 2ents f

,! The Journal of Accountancy .

(August, 1937), p. 92.

*lt J. Sreaney, "Elimination of Gents," Tha Journal of
Accountancy . (November, 1937), PV^ 299-300.
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Ihe editor of ?he Journal of Accountancy pursued the

subject of reporting in whole dollars in an editorial in the

October, 1941 issue, and noted one of the most sensible arguments

against reporting in dollars and cents. He commented that the

figures on financial statements are not mathematically exact

figures but rather many are based on opinions and estimates* The

inclusion of odd dollars and cents gives reports and statements an

illusion of exactness, especially when totals amount to thousands

of dollars. The editor lamented that many accountants would turn

pale at the thought of omitting the last figures on balance sheets

and lnoome statements.' Gradually over the years the accountants'

attitude for the need for purported accuracy in financial

statements changed. By 1957, when the Gontrollership Foundation

made a survey of 420 companies' reporting practices, 87 percent of

the companies were preparing financial statements in whole*

dollars. 8

, Snick 's article in November, 1941 was fairly detailed

in the mechanics of the use of whole-dollar accounting in the entire

accounting system of a large corporation. with fourteen years of

successful operations utilizing the whole-dollar accounting concept

behind Mr. Snick's article, it would appear that some comptrollers

7"?te Sense in Gents, " The Journal of Accountancy. (Ootober,
1941), p. 292.

^May and Klingman, loo, clt .. p. 42.





and accountants would at least try the concept in limited

applications, the article was published Just prior to World rfar II

and during the war years and the years subsequent comptrollers were

too busy or too short-handed to attempt to implement studies

regarding any new accounting concepts, especially ones that were

radical and might prove troublesome.

In 194?, Raymond J. Barber, Jr., the Assistant to the

Controllejr of the Goodall-3anford Corporation, Sanford, iialne wrote

the second significant article in the National Association of Post

Accountant's Bulletin .

*

Q Ihe article discussed the advantages of

the concept and some of the suggested disadvantages, along with

comments on the use of the concept at the Goodali-Sanford

Corporation.

3y the late forties and the early fifties, interest In

work simplification methods was increasing as companies entered

the post war prosperity period, and accordingly many articles were

written on the whole-dollar accounting concept. The articles cited

actual successful applications of the concept or were editorials

which urged the adaption of the technique. An editorial In the

February 11, 1950 issue of Business tfeek cited the application of

the concept at the Bravo Corporation six months previously which
mmmmmmimu* ii i« ir ««iiwa^^M** *i«»w"»''^ « i iij«iiiHMI»»^ w hit m IW—wap

i
i i' mi n i|w»—

—

Mm iwi tmiu\n mniiwl mm mm*+«*m*m0mm**—an**m»*mm—*m

Robert H. Blrfchold, "Verm? Elimination," i?he Controller .

(April, 1952), p. 163.

10
3arber, Ioo 1 cit. 8 pp. 26-35#
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resulted ia a reduction of nine percent of the accounting payroll.

^

Later the same year, L. F. Mama, an auditor in the Dravo

Corporation, who had implemented the concept, wrote an article

on the utilization of the concept at Dravo in the rjational

Association of Post Accountant's Bulletin . lihil© discussing some

of the possible limitations of whole-dollar accounting, Mr. Adams

commented that "tax collectors will continue to exact their pound

of flesh down to the last ounce."15

heedless to say, .4r. Adams was not a prophet, for in 1954,

legislation was passed authorizing federal internal revenue returns

to be made in whole-dollar amounts. 1 The adaption of the whole-

dollar concept in Federal income tax accounting was primarily due

to the efforts of a Boston public accountant, Salter Dewey, who

conducted a one man crusade. While preparing income tax returns

on incomes, approximating 100 thousand dollars, for some of his

clients, Mr. Dewey realized that very large savings in time and

trouble could be obtained by preparing the tax forms using rounded

off dollar amounts. He visited the Internal Revenue Department

and talked to individual businessmen and business organizations.

^"Oentsless Bookkeeping Saves Dravo Money," Business Week.
ruary 11, 1950), p. 26.

12 x,. j?. Adams, "The Practice of Penny iSlimination,

"

Sfe*\onjft -AaaQQlat^on of Go.st Aooo.u,ntant fr, 3u^.e^n, (April, 1950),
pp» 957~o6.

^ Ibld .. p. 959*

14U. S. Title 26, Internal Revenue, (1954), Sec. 6102.
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In April of 1950, he met with Oolin F« Stam, Chief of Staff of the

Joint Committee on Taxation. The recommendation that the system

be adopted in Federal income tax accounting was the result.

^

During this period many large companies adopted the concept

as noted in Table 1*

The first agency in the U. 5. Government to adopt whole-

dollar accounting in its accounting system was the Post Office

Department in 1953» After carefully investigating the concept,

the department promptly accepted it as a means of improving service

and lowering cost3. Postmaster General Arthur £• Summerfield

explained,

In our dealings outside the department, we will
still have to use pennies, but for all purposes within
the department in recording, posting, and preparing
trial balances and financial statements; budgetary work;
and controlling allotments and expenditures, we will
round amounts to the nearest dollar • **>

Benjamin rfosteln, then the Director of the Accounting Division,

implemented the concept, not only in the headquarters in Washington,

D. 0., but also in 3,500 stations and many more sub-stations and

branches throughout the nation. Cents are eliminated from all

budget reports and all accounts not involving a third person, with

one exception. In one instance even dealings with a third person

15john Marriman, "Goodby Pennies—Business Considering
Dollar Policy to Eliminate Gents," Boston Sunday Globe , (March 14,
1954), p, D-l.

l0>1?ennyless Bookkeeping Solves Accounting Delays,**
erlcan Business . (November, 1954), p. 13.
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IABLS 1

00MPANIS3 ADAFflSG WHOLE-DOLLAR ACCOSTING

BURIHQ PSRXOD 194?-1954a

:a.'j:.r.r.;

Company

sxaaa araa ssa.'

T.
's:

Address
.ear

Conoept

Alan tfood Steel Go*
Allied Stores, Inc.
Aluminum Company of America
Armoo 3t@el
Ashland Oil & Refining Co.
Central Jo/a Co*, Inc.
Cleveland Electric

Illuminating Co*
Colgate-Palmolive Oo.
Dravo Oorporation
Jrisao Standard Oil Co*
F. &« Laaarus & Co,
Johns-Hanville Sales

Corporation
Lever Brothers Corporation
Max Faotor of Hollywood
Miles Laboratories
iiinneapolls Star & tribune
Pan American Korld Airways,

Ino*
Surface Combustion, Xno«
Syracuse Supply Co*
time Incorporated

Conshohocken, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa,
liddletown, Ohio
Ashland, Kentucky
?ort Vfayna, Indiana

Cleveland, Ohio
*Jew York, N, ¥.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Columbus, Ohio

tfew fork, B< r.

Los Angeles, Calif,

^Minneapolis, KlnEU

New York, §U X.
Toledo, Ohio
Syracuse, J* X*
Mew York, N. Y.

1954
1953
1954
1952
1951
1947

1952
1952
1949
1952
1951

1951
1950
1953
1951
1953

1951
1952
1954
1950

aInformation has b&en gathered from several of the
references olted in the bibliography*
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are conducted In whole dollars. Gash deposits to banks are made

la whole dollar amounts only, by over six thousand reporting units

across the country.

r

*r, '(ostein, In a recent Interview described the operation

of whole-dollar accounting in the Post Office Department after ten

years as more a philosophy than just * concapt,*^ Small penny

overages and short&gee of window clerks in post offices are being

exeuoed rather than the clerks being held accountable and trying to

effect a time-consuming reoheck. Distribution of sheets of stamps

ie made in whole sheets only, down through the Post Office

Department to the window Gierke, Postal units are now estimating

postage usage rather than making detailed counts of the number of

pieces. Reports are submitted to Qongress rounded off to millions

in a $2.5 billion budget. Mr, tfooteln estimated savings in millions

of dollars since they have applied the "philosophy" through the

department*

Prior to the Post Office Department embarking on Whole-

dollar Accounting, an article on the concept practiced by the Dravo

Corporation appeared in the bureau, p£ Supplies ,and Accounts

Newsletter in February, 1951, The author, who was not identified,

stated that the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts of the lavy

Department was working out the practical obstaolea to adoption of

^Interview with Benjamin Woetein, Director of Postal Rates
Division, P. 3, Post Office Department, February 7, 1964,
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the rounded dollar in areas other than stores accounts and military

18
pay. Ho additional information could be obtained as to what the

results of the study were or who conducted it.

rhe second agency of the U. S. Government to adopt the

conoept of whole-dollar accounting was the »'aval Research

Laboratory, Washington, U$ C. |4 H. Breed, the Comptroller,

directed a feasibility study of the concept in 1955 and implemented

the technique the same year with the approval of the Comptroller of

the Navy. (Xhe letter requesting authority to utilize the concept

at the i&val Research Laboratory and the Navy Comptroller's letter

approving the implementation of the conoept on a trial basis are

Included in Appendix 3.) The following year Mr. Breed advised the

Comptroller of the ilavy of the successful employment of the concept

(see Appendix B) and requested final approval.

Mr. Breed stated that he first learned of the concept as a

public accountant in Oalifornia in 19^0 when the President of his

firm directed the Installation of the concept in several firms on

the west Coast. He felt that the concept would be ideally suited

to the cost accounting performed by the Naval Research Laboratory.

Xhe conoept has now been utilized at the Naval Research Laboratory

on all internal account© for the past nine years. ^

*& h
Mq Cents Hay Save Us Dollars," The Bureau of Supplies

and Accounts newsletter . (February, 1951), p. 8.

^Interview with £. H. 3reed, Comptroller, Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, D. 0., April 28, 1964.
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In 1957$ the Gontrollershlp Foundation, which is a research

group for the Controllers Institute of America, published a report

on the concept of whole-dollar accounting, the study included a

collection of oase studies of actual experience with the concept
on

in several large, medium and small companies . In discussing the

concept, the foundation noted that whole-dollar accounting is

designed to increase productivity or reduce cost in the Important

area of the accounting department and that it is a common sense

measure designed to eliminate unnecessary work and to emphasize

21
what is important.

With the advent of electronic computers in the latter part

of the fifties, the emphasis on work simplification shifted to

that of speed in processing. Interest in whole-dollar accounting

apparently faded for no additional articles on the subject were

published in the professional journals and bulletins during this

period.

finally in the sixties with the computer becoming common

place in business and with information and paper flow increasing

at a tremendous rate, the need for efficiency in operations is

again gaining attention. Two major problems that develop with

computer installations are the storage capacity of the computer and

20May and Kllngnan, loc. clt .. pp, 49-270.
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the conversion of source data into a form that can be accepted by

22
the computer. Whether accounting records are maintained on the

computer or Just processed lay the computer, the concept of whole-

dollar accounting can be used to great advantage in reducing the

number of storage spaces required, thus actually increasing the

oapacity of the computer. Converting source data into a form

acceptable by the computer is normally one of the slowest steps in

the application of automatic data processing systems. Initially

the step usually consists of Keypunches information into electric

accounting machine cards for processing or later conversion to

magnetic or paper tape. By eliminating the cents from the source

accounting documents, a significant number of keypixnoh strokes oan

be saved and processing time speeded up. In addition, the

probability of introducing errors is reduced.

In a reoent interview, Mward J. Xohoney, an Associate

Director of the Accounting and Auditing Policy Staff of the General

Accounting Offloe, who is concerned with the application of data

systems In government, stated that in his opinion whole-dollar

accounting is a valuable work simplification tool that could be

used to great advantage In the application of data processing in

the accounting field. Mr. Mohoney mentioned that recently he had

^"Souroe Data Automation Program," Uata Processing for
Management* (September, 1963), p. 37.
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discussed the possibility of using the whole-dollar concept with

the personnel of the Social Security Administration Data Processing

23
Center in Philadelphia. Robert L, Easor, also of the General

Accounting Office, commented that the adoption of the concept

would be advantageous in many areas of government accounting and

he couldn't understand why it was not i&ple&ented by other

departments after the successful application at the Post Office

24
Department.

Information concerning the whole-dollar accounting concept

is restricted only to professional journals and bulletins, and

these references are relatively aged. College textbooks on

accounting do not even mention the technique. Doctor Ralph D#

K@miQ(iy of George Washington University cites the value of whole-

dollar accounting in his graduate cost accounting course and has

discussed the concept in advanced accounting seminars.

Whole-dollar accounting can be defined as the recording of

accounting entries in whole dollar amounts and at the earliest

practicable point in the accounting sequence. Thus, this eliminates

-. *
"interview with Sdward J. Hohoney, Associate Director,

Accounting and Auditing Staff, General Accounting Office,
February 12, 1964.

24
Interview with Robert L # Rasor, Associate Director,

Accounting and Auditing Staff, General Accounting Office,
February 12, 1964.
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the necessity of recording the decimal point and cento wherever

possible. The concept is based on the proved formula of

equllization—'if a sufficient volume of entries are made, the

manipulation of the cents in all accounting transactions would

tend to equalize, provided, of course, that the handling of the

oents is properly accomplished, -*

As an accounting technique, whole-dollar accounting ia

based on the fact that there is a point bejond which the expense

of recording fractions of a dollar outweighs their significance

and that adequate results can be obtained where records are kept

within acceptable tolerances of exactness. Mathematicians state

that to maintain a consistent program of accuracy the number of

significant figures in a computation need be only one greater than

the number of significant digits required in the answer*, In

counting the number of significant digits, one starts with the

furthest one to the left, (excluding preliminary seres in the case

of a magnitude smaller than unity), and counts to the last digit

which has significance in expressing the full measure of real

accuracy which is present in the last, This is equally true in

much of today's accounting in dollars and cents. It has h&&n

stated that the human mind simply cannot appreciate the existence

of a difference between two magnitudes when one of them is only a
ammmmWWWt»i ! niWWWI—M» I —w»—

—
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"Pennyless Bookkeeping Solves Accounting Belays,'*
, p, 13«
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thousandth part different from the other. Ihis does not mean that

it cannot discern which one is bigger, but it does mean that when

considering them individually it cannot comprehend the fact of

26
inequality in so small a degree.

Remaining within an acceptable tolerance is aohieved by

rounding cents into dollars rather than dropping them, normally

this is accomplished by rounding to the nearest whole dollar all

amounts above or below 50 cents, and rounding off even half dollars

to the nearest even dollar. Ihe cutting point of 50 cents is

utilized in moat applications of the concept and has proven

effective in maintaining an acceptable tolerance. In certain

instances the cutting point has been established at other values

above and below the half-way point based on the greater number of

transactions that occur at these higher or lower points. The

cutting point can be established on trial runs and observing the

balance in the aooount established for the cents that are

eliminated.

Depending on the desired tolerance, the cents eliminated

may be totally disregarded or may be accounted for separately.

The application of the former is best suited for reports, statistics,

statements, tabulations and listings. 2? in the latter case cents

26
Barber, loo, ojt ., p. 28.

2?3. 3. Barnard, "Whole-Dollar Accounting—An Application,

"

National Association of floe j Accountants, ftflj^tln, (August, 1955),
p. 1T06.
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separated In the original books of entry are accumulated and

handled as lump sums at the end of a particular accounting cycle,

such as 9 at the end of a batch or lot, the en& of a day or week,

and the end of a month or quarter.

Assuming that the greatest majority of accounting

transactions in business today amounts to less than a thousand

dollars, the elimination of the cents and the decimal point in

certain oases could result in a savings of from 40 to 50 percent

per transaction. Consider the number of transactions that occur

in a single day and the greater number of times that each

transaction is posted to various accounts, transcribed In records

and manipulated for operational and statistical information, and

the time and labor-saving aspects of the concept become readily

apparent. (Uote Appendix 0.)

The larger proportion of accounting and bookkeeping is

carried on for internal purposes rather than external. Profit

and loss accounts are maintained in great numbers and in great

detail to keep business under control. Practically all balanoe

sheet accounts—with the exception of cash, aooounts receivable

and accounts payable—serve the same purpose; to help management

manage the business. The language used in these records is of

little or no concern outside the company. Certainly the cents In

the records serve no useful purpose in providing sufficiently

accurate information to operate a business firm, particularly those
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accounts which reflect business Judgments and estimates* Under

these conditions. Insistence on penny accuracy for the sake of

accuracy hardly reflects the highest degree of common sense.

^"hole-dollar accounting does not connote the abandonment

of double entry bookkeeping when cents are eliminated. There

still remains the same philosophy of "balancing" debits against

credits » or details against controls, as Is present when cents are

29
used throughout the accounts. The amounts in the general ledger

balance to the p&my except that one or more accounts therein are

established to record the number of cents eliminated from entries

to various classified accounts.

To cite a practical example, assume that there Is a control

account in the general ledger for administrative expenses. Amounts

in whole dollars would be charged to this aooount from various

sources, one of which would be the voucher, or accounts payable.

The accounts payable control on the other side would be credited

with the exact amount, including cents, and the details in support

would carry the exact amount also. The difference between the

cents accumulated in the accounts payable control and the whole

dollars charged In the administrative expense control would be

entered In the penny elimination or variance account.
WttiTMUfl >W<fc«iM HI—

28Slrkhold, loc. cl t,. p. 162.

^^Itobert H. Birfchoid, "Gents-Xess Accounting; An iSxohange
of Ideas," ?he Internal Auditor . (September, 1953), pp. 73-74.
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This variance account in itself provides control over

the elimination of pennies in that it is periodically reviewed to

see that the balance does not become significant. The separate

accounting and review of the penny elimination account normally

requires only a fraction of the time required to process cents

through all the accounting records, and with no loss in value since

the whole dollars are as significant to management as they would

30
be with the cents included.

30JM!«» PP* 75-76.
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APPLICATIONS OF WHOLE-DOLLAR AOOOOWTI^;

The full realization of the concept 'o benefits depends upon

the extent to which it is applied* Where possible, cents should be

eliminated as soon as possible, and in all subsequent accounting

operations and accounts except those in which cents are

indispensable. 2
' Accounts such a3 accounts receivable, accounts

payable, accrued payroll, accrued payroll deductions, and cash

must be maintained in dollars and cents. Basically, all accounts

involving a third person normally will include cents unless

arrangements are made otherwise* Pan American World Airways, for

example, has made reciprocal agreements with other airlines by

whioh each airline accepts each other's billings with the centn

dropped and ignored* A predetermined and agreed upon flat sum of

something less than 50 cento per item is added to the total of the

1
bill and accepted without audit. In addition, Pan American World

%

*F. A. Shicx, "The Elimination of Gents from Accounting
Records," m&£°J&m^iJ&®9Jmt3Wt> O&vember, 1941), p. 400.

<Tames 3. Frost, 'Program for Converting to #hole-Dollar
Accounting, " National Association of Accountants Bulletin . (August,
1961), p* 69*

*John 3* Woodbridge, "How dents-less Aocountin oaves i-tonep

for Pan American," jtenageae,nt 4ot;aod

s

. (June, 1954), p* 22.

i
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Airways effects ticket refunds and ticket reroutiags in whole

dollars,4 and so*, oompanl.a have aaourod approval of oertaln

5
customers to have invoices rendered in whole dollar amounts only.

An analysis of the applications of the concept to the

balance sheet and the income statement accounts is illustrated in

fable 2* :ven though certain accounts are noted as not being

applicable it should be understood that internal distribution of

information from these accounts can be made in whole dollars*

fifrtaUs o£ ^hole-iWay Application?

Penny Elimination Accounts

When using the whole-dollar concept, companies account for

the cents which have been dropped or rounded off in various manners*

Records which do not require close tolerances of accuracy may have

the cents dropped or rounded off without any further accounting

for the cents eliminated* In most instances, however, the cents

credited or debited are accumulated and transferred to a penny

elimination account* Usually this is a newly established account

which is given various titles by different companies. 2he accounts

have been called; Round Out, Penny Variance, ^emi^ Elimination,

an., p. a.

5wavne H* Aroherd, "An Application of Whole Dollar
Accounting, National Association of Post Accountants Bulletin
(January, 1952), p. 618.
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TA3LS 2

APPLICABILITY OF WHOLiS-DOLLAR AOOOO

Account

Current Assets:
Gash
Temporary investments

Interest Accrual
.lotos Receivable

Interest ~ccrual
Aocounts Receivable

;tlmated Uncolleotable Accounts
Merchandise Inventory
Office and Store Supplies Inventory
i*repal& Insurance
Prepaid raxes

Long-tens Investments:
Securities

Fixed Asset
Plant and shipment

Accumulated Depreciation

Current Liabilities:
Notes Payable
Accounts Payable
Accruals, Property Sax
Accruals, Social Security Tax
Accruals, Income iax

Long-term Liabilities:
tfotes Payable

••tgage Notes Payable

Owners Equity:
Capital "took
Surplus

Sales and delated Accounts:
Sales

Eeturns and Allowances
Sales Discounts

jjge of fflnoU Dollar

Yes M.

x
x

x

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

I

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
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TA3L2 2 OOSIINU

Tarr.ff
1

l

i

,.»:r-l ;
,

,. l ,

Account Use of rfhple Dollar

Oost of 3oods Sold:
Purchases
Transportation on Purchases
Purchase Heturns and Allowances
Purchase Discounts

Operating Sxpenses:
Selling Expenses

Advertising (Sxpenses
Delivery Expenses
Depreciation of Belivery Equipment
Salesmen's Salaries Expense
Store Supplies Expense
transportation on Sales

General and Administrative Sxpenses
Depreciation of Office Equipment
Depreciation of Building
Insurance Expense
Office Salaries Expense
Office Supplies Expense

jces Expense
Uncollectible Accounts Expense

Other Revenue and Expense Accounts:
Other Revenue

Interest Income
Dividend Income
Rental Income

Other .Expense
Interest Expense

Intercompany Accounts

financial Eeports and Statements:
Balance Sheet Statements
Income Statements
Budgets
Internal tianagement Reports
Income Tax Returns
Property rax Returns
Reports to 3.3.0.

Yes JflL

x
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Penny Adjustment, Gents iSlimlnation, and Controlled Tolerance

Account. In some companies previously established accounts as

Estimated Uncollectible Accounts Receivable and CJoacaerclal discount

accounts are employed, Hot only are penny elimination aooounts

given a variety of titles, but are also classified variously as

general administrative expense, accounts payable, prepaid expense,

or deferred charge accounts. Basically the company that adapts

the whole-dollar concept selects account classifications which

seem most applicable. The balance in the -penny elimination acoount

Is closed out monthly or yearly to profit and loss.

aeneral and Subsidiary Ledgers

LI postings to the general and subsidiary ledgers for the

accounts la Table 2 should be recorded as indicated. The dollars

and cents should be separated In the applicable accounts, as for

Accounts Receivable |2, 530.18

Sales #2,530.00

timated Uncollectible

Accounts Receivable .18

Ihus the accounts receivable controlling account is in the exact

amount of the customers' accounts, and the sales account in whole

dollars only. In order to prepare statements and reports of a

general ledger nature It is first necessary to prepare a trial
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balance of the exact balances In the accounts and the difference

between the total cents (debit) and the total cents (oredlt) should

be credited to the penny elimination account*

Accounts :ieoeivable

Sales to customers must be kept in the actual amounts of

the invoice and subsequent entries to such accounts, whether for

debit memoranda, freight adjustments or cash must also be entered

in exac mts. In all ensu derations, however, the cents

are handled In muoh the same manner as will be described for

accounts payable • The registers of invoices are prepared with the

dollars and cents separated* The total cents value can be credited

to the Estimated Uncollectible Accounts Receivable, the theory

behind this being that an undeterminable amount of uncollectible

accounts is being carried daily* Creating a portion of this account

through crediting of cents from each invoice, and the remaining

amounts on the customary percentage of total sales appears to be

based on round Judgment.-'

Accounts Payable

?endors* accounts should reflect the exact amount of dollars

and cent Distributions of the invoices in registers to various

cost inventory and expense accounts should be separated into rounded
mm ,m*mumiimvmi

%hick. loo, olt *. p« 402.
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whole dollars, and cents should be recorded as debits or credits

in the cents column* Monthly the exact total of the vouchers is

credited to Accounts Payable and the whole dollar entries are

debited to the applicable accounts, the total accumulation of the

cents column is then debited or credited to a Commercial Discount

account .7 The dollar value of any vendor's invoioes chargeable

to more than one account is distributed in whole dollars to the

accounts affected on a rounded dollar basis* The effect of this

method of treating the cents in the vendor's invoices is to reduce

the balance in the commercial discount credited to the cost of

sales , and to reflect that benefit in a reduction in charges to

cost or expense accounts*

Billing Procedure

lthough some companies such as Pan American forld Airways

have made agreements with certain of their customers to be billed

in whole dollar amounts, most billings are in exact amounts and are

so posted to the accounts receivable ledgers. Internal distribution^

of the accounts receivable amount are usually separated into sales

transportation on sales, sales commissions or other such deductions

which are calculated to rounded dollar amounts during the pes tings

7Ibid., p. 401.

°&?oodbridge, loo,, olt*. p* 22.
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Q
to the sales registers • Differences between the rounded amounts

and the exact figures for the accounts receivable are posted to the

cents column of debits or credits and accumulated on a monthly

basis. The total of the monthly debit and credit accumulation is

then credited to either the Estimated Uncollectible Accounts

Receivable account, the Commercial Discount, or other penny

elimination account, as desired*

Inventories and Stores Supplies

Unit prices of individual inventory items are usually

maintained in dollar and cents amounts* Receipts, Issues and

balances can be rounded Into whole dollar amounts during the

extension process of computing the costs from quantities times unit

10
price. Numerous issues of single items with a unit price of less

than one dollar could oreate distortions if employing the whole

dollar conoeptj however, two different approaches are utilized.

The first method is to make extensions in dollars and cents, and

11
then round off the accumulations for cost distributions. The

second approach is to pro-extend the items and issue the items at

no cost.

ApOQ.u,ntin&
p. 100.

Florence A. Hay and Herbert fm Klingman, Vfoole-gollar

3£f (Hew York J Ooatrollershlp Foundation, Inc., 1957),

iSsaiok, lojb^ojki., p. 401.

^Aroherd, loo, olt .. p. 620.
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Payrolls and Labor Distributions

Wage payments to employees are computed and paid In dollars

and cents for the exact amount earned. The distribution of such

labor to the process costs » job-order costs, or expense accounts

oan be made In whole dollars* The cents difference arising

through the process of rounding off is charged or credited to a

oents elimination account From this point on all labor charges

are distributed in whole dollars as far as costs are concerned

•

In the event that additional breakdowns of costs are required, all

breaking points will be at whole dollar amounts to prevent the

reintroduction of cents into the aocouating distribution, For

example, If the labor costs for a major function that amounts to

$35*235 must be assigned to two equal subfunotlons, the breakdown

would be 317,618 for one subfunction and #17>617 for the other,

Considering the usual estimates that are included in the

assignments of costs, the dollar difference is well within an

acceptable tolerance,

Property, Plant and Equipment

Accounts are maintained in whole dollars only. Oents are

eliminated at the source from which the charges or credits

originate, as are reserves or accruals for depreciation. Charges

*n+m*immmkmmM

123hick, tofa, q,\\ > p. 401.
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to these accounts arise from accounts payable vouchers which are

distributed in whole dollars with the cents involved from the

rounding off being debited or credited to the cents elimination

account. 2.3 when equipment is sold or otherwise disposed of, the

credit therefrom is posted in whole dollars, and any oents incident

to the transaction are credited to the commercial discount

account.^ Considering that the life of a property, or equipment

item is estimated and that the residual value is also estimated,

it is readily apparent that a dollar rate for depreciation purposes

is as near complete accuracy as is practicable to obtain*

• . -i.

Tzi& income from sales is maintained in the account in whole

dollars. Customers * invoices and accounts receivable ledgers would

be In the exact amount of the sale, as noted previously. The sales

invoice registers would separate the sales into rounded dollars,

and debit and credit oents* the procedure for accomplishing the

penny eliminating would be identical to that utilized in accounts

payable registers*

^

Material Distribution

Serial other than miscellaneous supplies is normally

accumulated periodically by cost and inventory accounts. The cents
iTiiniTiiMwii : wiiii i r . jj mwii r -

i nun. -- ii iiirimnwnf ijuwu i i m jnn . .l --fm ny-nr-nm n-n-iT.yn i

-

i -t~-"-ir "™ " " r ''"
'
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^

J^^_^MMJ^a
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, r , .
^„. „ ,

,,—-^—

Chicle, 3flgjL-ffAt*» p* 4°3*

14Archerd, loo* clt *. p. 627.

15May and Klingman, loo* clt .* pp. 53-54.
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are eliminated from the rounded dollar totals. 16 Since Inventory

accounts are maintained in whole dollars, cents are created by the

calculations of unit price times quantity and are again eliminated

in the rounding of the total.

Intercompany transfers

aerials and supplies that are transferred between the

divisions or plants of a company should be made in whole dollars.

If cents be transferred, the plant inventory account for cents

Blimlnation is charged or credited on the receiving plant's Journal

voucher and the same account is credited or charged on the

forwarding plant's Journal voucher. If cents must be transferred

bo the home office from a division or plant, the general ledger

commercial discount account is charged or credited on the home

>ffice Journal voucher and cents elimination account is credited or

jharged on the division or plant's Journal voucher. The plant's

>ents elimination account is cleared to inventory adjustment at the

fnd of the year, ^

Bequests for Material

Internal requests for material should be prepared in rounded

liar amounts. The resulting cents variance

Ind posted monthly to the pernio elimination account.

fhole dollar amounts. The resulting cents variance is accumulated

18

16
,iay and £llngman, lop, cl.t., p. 55*

17Archerd, loo, olt.. p. 621.

18
Hay and Kllngman, loe^ , o>,fc, , p. 88.
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Statements and Reports

ithly operating reports and yearly statements should be

prepared in whole dollars. 13 Accounts maintained In exact amounts

are rounded off to whole dollars In preparing the statements and

reports. The elimination of cents from such reports Is considered

one of the major advantages of the concept by the Oomptroller and

his staff, for there is a marked saving In time at the end of the

accounting periods. To obtain maximum benefit of the concept

in report preparation, only dollar amounts should be presented

without any decimal points, and no seros or dashes substituted for

the omitted cents.

Implementing the Concept

Due to the simplicity of the concept the implementation of

whole-dollar accounting consists of explaining the concept to the

accounting personnel and publishing brief procedures covering each

of the various work areas. Oertain companies, such as an

unidentified large food manufacturing company, San American v/orld

mmmmmmmmtmmww ii i nr —mm iii wf. h iniw.nm mm a I m i
n i

i« n * immum i » ' 1 1 » mi » » urn n , ,~*m—~mmmm——»» h i m m mi « », .unm im in ) ia«p

^y and Klingman, loo, olt., p. 103.

20Paul 3* Horchler, "Blimlnate Pennies—Save Dollars."
^atlonql Association of Accountants Bulletin. (January, I960),
P. 58.

**j and mn^an, Mc^cit., p^. 61-65.
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Airways and the Minneapolis Star and Tribune2^ concentrated their

training efforts to verbal group instructions and brief memoranda

specifying which aocounts are to be rounded into whole dollars and

which are to be maintained In exact dollars and cents, Exhibit 1

is an exact copy of the nemorandum issued by the Comptroller at

the Minneapolis Star and tribune. Other companies , such as the
24

Ashland Oil and Hefinlng Company and the P. and R. Lazarus and

Company^5 issued no written instructions whatsoever and applied

the concept by instructing the accountants in groups and informal

meetings, following by close supervision for several weeks*

2"5

Letter from 3. 3. HoCue, Ireasurer-Oontroller,
Hlnneapoli and Tribune, Minneapolis f Minnesota, t.aroh 30,1964,

itter from Arthur J. Points, Controller, Ashland Oil
and He fining, Oompany, Ashland, Kentucky, t'aroh 16, 1964,

ay and Kllngman, loo, eit ,. p, 235.
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IIBIT 1

K3HD& iUOtlQ^S TO AOOOttHTI. .PAaiHJSHI
OF T IAP0LIS STAR & XRIBU:. ,-ARMNO

US£ OF tfH0LB-J>0LLAR AOOOUSTIWO

MSMO TO; Accounting Department

Please mark your chart of aeoounts to show that, effective with the
3rd period of 1953# all entries should be "rounded" (expressed in
whole dollar amounts} to the following accounts:

QA3H -

amounts nrnmrnm -

asm m<m.m -

yyTqa?0Ri3g -

1000 series of accounts Bt

1100 series «> 1181
thru 1190

1200 series m 1221
thru 1271

1300 series m mm
1400 series *» ALL

1500 series «• ALL

1600 series ALL,
except
account
1607-3111
Out Bad
Debt
Clearing

1700 series - ALL

1800 series - ALL

1900 series m ALLwsm WTO -

Ihe basis for rounding the collars will be as follows:

Odd cents under 50$ will be dropped*
Odd cents over 50j£ will be increased to the next dollar.
Amounts ending in exactly $0$ will be rounded to the

nearest even-numbered dollar: #1.50 becomes 12.00,
while #2.50 would also be |2.00.
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3SHIBIT 1 COHIINUED

the adoption of this method Is expected to expedite both our normal
dally record keeping operation and the preparation of fiscal
statements.

If you h nj question regarding the application of this method
to any accounting records prepared by you, I will be pleased to
discuss such problems with you*

Hareh 18, 1953 /e/ T. H* Jones





CHAPTER IV

ADVAMTA&SS 0? WiiOL»IK)IiLAa AOOGUNTI

there are many advantages gained by utilizing the whole*

dollar accounting concept which are readily apparent* There are

also several indirect ones which may at first not be apparent, or

which may seem insignificant, yet these indirect benefits may in

i
the long run prove to be of greater benefit.*

Sdward 3. Barnard, as the accounting manager of the

Syracuse Supply Oompany, noted that the oonoept meets the necessary

2
requirements of a good accounting system for it iss

1. Simple*

2. Flexible*

3. Accurate.

4* Adaptable.

5» at*

6* Inexpensive,

7. Timely.

Florence A* May and Herbert P. Xlingman, Whole-Dollar
^ccountlrm , (Hew Xorki Oontrollership Foundation, 1957 )» P« 13.

, it Barnard, "Whole Dollar Accounting—An Application."
National Association of Post Accountants Bulletin * (August, 1955),
P.
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iin™*ri4Tn;?<.«»w" iff; m xir»y

The concept of whole-dollar accounting is not complicated,

and accordingly it can be implemented without long periods of etudy

or training. As illustrated in Chapter III, companies have put the

conoept into operation with only brief memoranda and training

periods, aobert 3. McLaren, the Assistant controller of the Dravo

Corporation, cited the simplicity of the concept in his letter of

March 12, 1964 by stating that the concept had been Installed in

1949 and had been unchanged up to the present time. Ihe

Comptroller of Time Incorporated, as have others who have

established the concept, observed that in the beginning there was

some skepticism about its use on the part of his accountants,

primarily due to their training and work experience. Like most

accounting personnel, they felt that accounts must be balanced to

the penny.* Once personnel beoea. familiar vltn the concept

through training and application, they readily adopted the conoept

with excellent results.

Reduction, K^Efr

By eliminating the decimal point and cents, savings in time

and effort can be obtained in accomplishing writing, typing, and

posting to accounts, computing amounts, transcribing, totaling

^Letter from Robert 3. McLaren, Assistant Controller,
Dravo Corporation, March 12, 1964.

*May and dingman, ^oc. olt «. p. 261.
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columns and tabulating data. Time, Incorporated has credited the

whole-dollar oonoept for its elimination of practically all overtime

in the accounting department* tihwc& typical transactions contain

five digits, of whioh two can be dropped, the time required by

posting and checking can be reduced by 40 percent* Dropping the

decimal point in similar circumstances results in a reduction of

50 percent of the work* Increased savings have been ascribed to

the fact that in checking totals on an adding machine or calculator,

a clerk could operate the machine by touch for three digits but had

to look occasionally at the keyboard for five.'

Saving in clerical accounting salaries directly attributable

to whole-dollar accounting by the Dravo Corporation has been in

exoess of 10 percent* «T. S. tfoodbrldge, the Comptroller of Pan

American World Airways, commented in 1934 that the concept was

saving over 25 million keypunch strokes each year* in Just one

tabulating operation alone* with continued and greater savings

throughout the process.* $en years later, and with the introduction

of the electronic data processing computer at Pan American, their

Robert . rkhold, "Oenta«I#ess Accounting, ft

?he Internal
Auditor . (June, 1953). pp. 74-75.

%ennyless Bookkeeping Salves Accounting Delays," American
Business* ( ovember, 1954), p. 13*

. Jordan, u2Qimy Sliminatlon in Accounting Records: A
Oase Report," ffhc Comptroller * (May, 1952), p. 223.

"Others Say Cents-less is Sensible," Management Methods *

(June, 1954), p. 27*

*John 3. Woodbrldge, "How Cents-less Accounting Saves Honey
for Pan American," Management ...Methods * (June, 1954), p* 21*
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management 3 till feels that the concept has advantages . H. J.

Sanborn, the Administrative Assistant, stated that since that time,

they have been using electronic computers for over seven years,

but regardless of the type of equipment used, the theory of whole-

dollar accounting still applies

*

i0 At the Syracuse Supply Company,

the concept reportedly eliminated the handling of more than a

million digits per year in recording and posting operations* This

made it possible for personnel to assume additional duties

resulting from an Increased volume of business. It was noted that

the time required to post the general ledger accounts was cut in

half.
U

Reduction of Brrora

In using the whole-dollar accounting concept, less digits

are handled as cited previously, and accordingly, there is less

chance of errors occurring. Thus, the quality is also improved and

errors can be detected more easily. Interposition of digits

occurs less frequently and there are fewer errors in repetition of

the wrong figure in a number Involving a repeated digit, such as

10I#etter from H. J. Sanborn, Administrative Assistant, Pan
American forld Airways, March 17, 1964.

Um, and KUngaan. loo. .».. p. 19.

12riobert H« Birkhold, "B&nny Elimination," mo Controller *

(April, 1932), p. 162.
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$432,25 vs. $433.25. On occasions, an addition of three columns

of figures can be made mentally; however, with additional columns

it usually requires the use of column by column addition or the

use of an adding machine

•

To illustrate the advantage gained in verifying amounts

using the whole dollar concept, note the four tabulations below:

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1805.81 05.81 $806
4.29 4.29 4 4

20.36 20.36 20 20

In the first, the one dollar footing error is noticeable but well

camouflaged by the pennies. In the second, the ten cents error is

even less obvious, neither is likely to be detected without

columnar addition. In contrast, the one dollar and ten dollar

errors i^i the third and fourth tabulations are obvious at a glance

and no opportunity exists for errors in pennies. •>

Paul J. Horschler16 related the reduction of errors by

whole-dollar accounting to increased productivity in the following

ways:
|».ilM I —— 1 n Ml W .WHWW W WWBIMHWIM.IHH HHWlM«Wl1W.M.gl«l W..I I II [Will WWWIWWw^waWWWwMWaMM^w^MtMWWWaMMIwW^^

^Raymond J. Barber, Jr., "Does lour Accounting Make dents?.

"

National Association of Post Accountants Bulletin . (September, 1947),
P. 29.

^Birkhold, loo, clt.. p. I63.

^Jordan, loo, clt., p. 222.

^Paul J* Horschler, "Eliminate Pennies—Save Dollars,"
National Association of Accountants Bulletin . (January, I960),
pp. 57-5W

•
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1. 3!he less errors - the more work of higher
quality that is accomplished.

2. The less time needed for locating errors and
verification after errors are found,

3« The less pressure at critical times with faster
closings and quicker statements.

Reduction of Statement and Report lima

lie the preparation of statements and reports in whole

dollars has become a common practice, the process is greatly

facilitated when the underlying accounts and records are kept in

whole dollars, 7 During the normal closing of accounts and the

preparation of statements and reports, personnel are usually

performing under exceptional pressure of work load and time. The

easing of work during these periods is highly desirable. At

companies such as Surface Oombustion and Cleveland Electric

Illuminating, accounting management and personnel agree that there

have been reductions in work effort as a result of the employment

of the whole-dollar accounting concept, and reports have been

18
completed earlier. Uhe concept can be a valuable aid to efficient

management since one of the major principles of good management is

that management be kept informed and the information must be

timely.^

17aaraard, foq,
, c^t.. p. 1705.

^May and Klingman, loo, ait ., p. 25»

19P«ter *. Brueker, ?fte practice of Mana^e^ent, (New rork:
Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 1956), p. 131*





flipyp.^. ^^Ity of foporfo

In keeping management Informed, Mr. Heokert states that

reports should be as olear and simple as possible, and should

contain only essential information—superfluous information should

be eliminated. 20 By employing whole-dollar accounting and

eliminating the cents from reports, the reports become clearer and

easier to oomprehend. It is easier to identify significant changes

and to make comparisons and mentally compute relationships with the

21
cents eliminated. Mot only are the appearance and readability

improved, but also there is a highly tangible saving in report

space. More figures can be inserted in the same space or the

op
overall size of the paper can be reduced. Management is aware

that in certain reports accounting or statistical information is

excluded because of the size of the report form, this is

particularly true when reports are pre^re^ by electronic computers,

electric accounting machines or bookkeeping machines, k reduction

In report form size also provides additional savings in file space

requirements and in the cost of procurement of the forms.

20J. Brooks Heekert, Xhe Analyses and Control of
Distribution , (ilew York: Honald Press Company, 1957 )» p. 335 •

21Birkhold, IftPj-aW, P. 16*.

22Barnard, loc. pit ., p. 1706.
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JteBEP.atflJSffiffo«a^l Horale

Higher personnel morale ia another advantage. othing can

be more frustrating than to spend a great deal of time attempting

to locate an error that amounts to only a few cents. 2-* With whole-

dollar accounting, this frustration is eliminated and accounting

personnel feel that they are accomplishing a function of great

import—that of accounting for the large value In whole dollars.

2he futility of attempting to locate a minor error is well

illustrated by a story cited by 0. B. Mcdue, the freasurer-

24
atroller of the Minneapolis Star and Drlbune:

It seems that a senior in a public accounting firm
was sent to Texas in the middle of July to make an
examination in connection with a court action. Upon
arriving, the auditor found that the books were in such
a deplorable condition that he decided it would be
necessary to get the details anu reconstruct the
transactions so that he could prepare a financial
statement. The court was pressing for the information
and every day our auditor received letters from his
principal inquiring as to his progress and his estimation
as to when he would be finished.

Inally after a day of 100-plus heat, he was ready to
take off a trial balance. Along about mid-evening, with
the thermometer still in the 90Ts, our auditor added up
the trial balance and found the books to be out of
balance by ten cents. (He had not adopted the whole-
dollar accounting or he would mmr have encountered
this situation.) Knowing that he was supposed to fly
back to his office that night, he prepared a final
journal entry for the ten cents with the following
explanation: HTo balance the god-damned books" — I
doubt if there would ever be any doubt as to why the

2^ MPennyle8S Bookkeeping Saves Accounting Delays,*' American
Business . (November, 1954), p. 12.

0. B. McOue, "Oentsless Accounting, " Whole-Dollar
Accounting (lew lorks Oontrollership Foundation, 1957) » p. 319.
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journal entry was prepared* I am sure that many of
our employees . . • would be glad to hear us make such
an explanation and thereby reduce overtime.

Along with higher morale , one of the Intangible or indirect

advantages to whole-dollar concept is that with its introduction,

which Is a distinct departure from tradition, accounting personnel

appear more willing to come forth with suggestions for other

Improvements in procedures and methods and, in a few Instances,

have resulted in the development of a two-way communications system

for proposing and considering constructive criticism and new

ideas, 25

$o Unsuccessful Applications

Although this cannot necessarily be considered an advantage,

it is also not a disadvantage. There is no mention of any

unsuccessful applications of the whole-dollar accounting concept

in any of the readings cited, nor has the Oontrollership Foundation

of the Jontrollers Institute of America in its research found

any. 2^ Once a company has implemented the concept in its

accounting system it has never reverted to the old system of

accounting for the cents.

25flajr and Klingman, 3,0,0,, c.lt., p. 13.

26H^hole-Bollar Accounting Studies," The Controller .

(December, 1957) » P. 592.





DISADTAHTAGSS 0? mOLB-DOMAR ACCOUNTING

Bone of the business concerns cited in published articles

concerning the whole-dollar accounting concept has reported any

major limitations or disadvantages. There are some disadvantages

which are theoretically possible, or even hypothetical, and there

are purported disadvantages which are used in "arguments" against

the whole-dollar accounting concept. Some of the hypothetical

disadvantages could possibly occur with inexperience in the

application of the concept. ?4ay and Xlingman, 1 however, in their

study of whole-dollar accounting, stated that in all their on-the-

spot research and also an industrious search of other reports of

actual experience with whole-dollar accounting, they were unable

to uncover any experience of basic weakness or disadvantages

inherent in the concept. The hypothetical disadvantages did not

occur, or in the few Instances in which they did, corrective

aotlon promptly eliminated them.

One of the so-called disadvantages cited in comments

against whole-dollar accounting can be attributed to a

m »*kw h» i

^Florence A. May and Herbert F. Klingman, Whole-Dollar
n&, Uew York: Comptrollership Foundation, 1957), P« 14.

iii

»
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misunderstanding of the oonoept—that by employing this technique

of accounting one abandons the basic principle of double entry,

this Is Incorrect, for the philosophy of balancing debits against

credits, or details against controls, as is present when pennies

are used throughout the accounts, still exists. The accounts in

the general ledger balance to the penny, exoept that one or more

accounts therein are established to record the pennies eliminated

3
from the various classified accounts.

.fross of Oontro^

Skeptics have contended that the concept would encourage

carelessness on the part of the accounting personnel and lead to

padding of entries to insure balancing or for other purposes,

/ithout a complete understanding of the reasons behind whole-dollar

accounting and how it is used, the full potential of the oonoept

may not be realised and the above conditions could occur. 5 if

adequate and specific instructions are issued as to which accounts

the whole-dollar concept Is to be applied, and adequate supervision

Qents-less Accounting: An Exchange of Ideas," tixe

Interu .-.;.. Auditor . (September, 1953), p. 72.

3
il M* 73-74.

d Klingman, loc.
L
cit.. p. 31.

-ibert H. Birkhold. "Oents-less Accounting," The Internal

A*W ,

or> (to®*, 1953), p. 78.
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and follow-up Is effected, accounting personnel will continue to

function as efficiently and carefully as at the present time.6

In addition to the above safeguards which are routine, in the lavy

there are also the audits by the various staffs, such as the imvy

Regional finance Centers, the Navy Area Audit Offices, the

General Accounting Office, and the Inspector General of the Supply

Corps that would deter carelessness or padding*

p^eair^b^e %r*,ane,es

A hypothetical disadvantage that is sometimes presented as

a reason for not employing the concept Is that by eliminating the

cents a significant variance could result In either a debit or

credit of serious import,' When the rounded dollar technique of

whole-dollar accounting Is employed, some variances will be

created; however, as in the case of any quality control systoa the

variances can be kept within acceptable limits or tolerances.

In areas where transactions, due to their nature or lnfrequency,

would result in variances in excess to the acceptable limits, the

whole-dollar accounting concept should not be employed* 2he areas

in which whole-dollar accounting should not be utilized can be

rnard, "Whole Dollar—An Application," National
Angoolatlon of .Cost AeoountantfS. ..ffuUet&n, (August, 1955), p. 1708.

%f and JCUngman, loo. oit., pp. 32-33.

8 "Pennyless Bookkeeping Solves Accounting Delays,"
Affierlcs,n,|U3^eMt (November, 1954), p. 13.
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easily determined by applying a simple statistical analysis and

staking an objective decision whether or not the concent should be

employed

•

In several organizations referenced in the May and
q

Klingman study, the net cumulative variances were well within

acceptable limits:

Time, Incorporated reported a total net variance
of approximately 3500 after more than six years—on an
average annual volume of about two hundred million
dollars.

Bravo s net amount in the "Penny Bllmination"
account has ranged between ^200 and f300 per year on
volume ranging between $80*090 million annually.

Oolgate-Palmolive, the cumulative net variance
in the 'Benn^ Adjustment account for a three-year period
totaled 3980, Domestic sales for this company
approximate #290 million per year,

Bethlehem Steel for Fiscal 1955 showed a net
variance of $5,34? with total billings (sales) of
§2 billion, this amounts to a net variance of roughly

-?.60 for each billin

>

Personnel not thoroughly familiar with whole-dollar

accounting have contended that the oonoept will result in mors

trouble than it is worth,10 In certain areas of small numbers of

transactions, this comment may be true; however, as proven by the

Hm+,*»*min \m\****m m i*'
i

\y and Klingman, &oo.«. oit.. pp. 34-35.

lOaobert H, Blrichold, ^erm^ Elimination, M The Controller .

(April, 1952)* P. 163.
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number of concerns which have management and adopted the whole-

dollar concept, accounting personnel acquainted with the concept

11
feel that It Is worth it in savings of time, effort and money*

finally, in the area of disadvantages are those of

mathematical probabilities which might occur under certain

circumstances

»

i2 A considerable percentage error may oocur in

the difference between two numbers, each of which has a small

error, ?or instance, if an item was sold at £624*70 and was

carried cost of .,.28, a gross profit of |1G*>*22 would be

made* If the monitary amounts were rounded off to .'625, ?519» and

06, an error of only *048 percent in sales and .073 percent in

cost would occur; however, a *(A6 percent error would occur in the

gross profit. This, of course, would be only one transaction and

accordingly, based on the law of averages, the error ratios in a

large number of transactions would decrease to under one tenth of

a percent. Ihere could, in addition, develop serious distortions

or variances when there are small errors in unit prices or rates

which are multiplied b'f large quantities. It is advisable to carry

unit prices and rates as accurately as currently done and then

nli i " n « » in i n i

H.Barnard, loo, cjt., p. 1710*

12.Ltayaoad <T. Barber, Jr., "Does Your Accounting Hake Gents?'

Rational Association of Post Accountants Bulletin. (September,
1947), p. 26.
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round-off amounts after extensions axe made.

Proper Application

All In all, asaavantages of whole-dollar accounting

are far outweighed by the advantages* Since the disadvantages only

operate under certain conditions, a careful analysis of the

accounting requirements In each area that the concept is to be

applied should preclude any possible pitfalls. As improper

applioatlo the roundlng-off procedurs mi cited during personal

14
interviews with personnel in the General Accounting Office.

;sal year 1963, the Federal .iovernaont

employed 2,514,000 civil service personnel, of which more than one

million, about 43 percent of the total, were paid according to

15
•alary scales fitted to the Federal job classification system.

2he pay ranges froia 13,305 to 320,000, and is established by

Jongress. £he salary tables, which convert these yearly salaries

to hourly rates for use by the various agencies, are developed X>^

the General Accounting Office. A few years age one of the General

lji Xbld«. ?. 35.

^Interviews with iiobert L. Rasor, Associate director,
Accottn ' udltlng Policy Staff, and John . :.elor»

General Counselor's Office, General Accounting Office, March
1964.

15 Oivil Service Gommlssion, Efr© federal Parser
%ervloe ti t_, at Your,,Jjar£ioe,, 1963.
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Aocounting Office's personnel recommended that when the salary

tables are computed, that all hourly rates during the conversion

be rounded upward to the nearest cents. The effect of this

erroneous roundinj can be noted in computations of pay based on

the General Accounting Office Salary Table, dumber 42, Issued

Ueoember, 13*

For a G3-4 in pay step 4, the annual salary as established

by CJongress is -6, 035 1 however, the salary table indicates an

hourly rate of |2»91« If this hourly rate is converted back to a

yearly salar. . 11 times 2,080 hours a year) it amounts to

5*15 in pay step one is authorized an annual salary

of 114,565, by Oongress. i'he salary table indicates his hourly

rate to be n?.01. If this rate is converted back to an annual

salary . . i x 2,08 toura), it would amount to £14,580.3Q# As

a result, the General accounting Office estimates that Olvil

Service employees are annually being overpaid twelve million

dollars, as compared to the amounts authorized and established by

16
Congress

.

n —— m i i— » » 'i« Ii i> W im .m ii i'IK «i .I" >. I'm m i Wi'"il» im »» — *
'

imw — i lnKBii i iKwm i i» i i
i .» '» ' ji »'" 1>' i ii» ji» «»iW '»

16 Interviews with Hasor WTQ $
General

Office, Karon j, X
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ULIft OF THE OONOSP? 121 00V3a»IC3KX APPLICATIONS

Sine Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950

the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 (Public

Law 784) delegates the responsibility to the head of eaoh

government agency for establishing and maintaining an adequate

system of accounting and internal control which conforms to

principles, standards, and related requirements for account!

l
prescribed by the Comptroller General of the United States,

to the wide scope and diversity of the government activities,

different accounting systems have loeen developed by the various

agencies which suit their needs and still conform to the principles

standards and requirements established by the General Accounting

Office. 2

In establishing the principles, standards and requirements

the Comptroller General is required to consult with the Secretary

of the treasury and the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

^Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950, 64 Stat.

834, 31 a. . . 65, Sec. 113 (b).

gflnapelal Management in
jrsonnel, 1962), p. Ill

.

tfaval Personnej
the 'iavy , (Washington: Bureau of
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concerning their accounting, financial reporting and budgetary

needs. * Once the needs are identified, the Comptroller General

implements the requirements through the publication of memoranda

which have general application throughout all the government

agencies •.

1. General Accounting Office General Regulations. These

regulations are normally mandatory for all agencies, and are

procedural in nature.

2. Accounting Systems Memoranda, these memoranda are

less formal than the regulations and are used to make interim

changes in the General Regulations, establish tentative

requirement on a test basis during a development period and

provide general information for all agencies.

3. Accounting Principles Memoranda. Only a few have been

Issued and these have not been attempts to institute firm sets

of principle

Oqgptroller General fleolslons

In addition to the memoranda, the Comptroller General

makes thousands of "advance decisions" in response to questions

^Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950, loo, cit ..

Sec. 112 (a).

4
3ric Xi. Kohler and Howard W. Wright, Accounting; in the

f
ederal Government , Unglewood Cliffs, 8. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
956)", p. 8l.
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received from various agencies concerning the propriety of actual

or proposed transactions. Various General Accounting Office

divisions may consider a case and make recommendations to the

Comptroller General, Once a decision is made and issued it is

binding on the executive branch of the Government and the General

Accounting Offloe, for "within the government these decisions

have the effect of law unless the Comptroller General is overruled

in the courts or by the Congress."

Such a decision was rendered when the Post Office

Department was considering the adoption of the whole-dollar

accounting concept In 1953. (Note Sxhibit 2). In the letter to

the Postmaster General, 8* L. Fisher, the Acting Comptroller

General, commented that the General Accounting Office was

"interested in encouraging developments which will permit savings

along with the accomplishment of adequate accounting results."

Ihese comments were consistent with the desires of Congress as

set forth in their policy statement concerning governmental

accounting In the Budget and Accounting Act of 1950. Generally

speaking, Congress was for the elimination of duplication and

uneconomical "accounting for the sake of accounting" procedures.

Section III of the Act of 1950 specifically states:

inii iiu.. .j'iiiii-rTMi.i n .am i n »m iiiiii-^ii iihiik mr i i -r t r r
"— '" ------ • - ---

- --——- ... — -
5Ibid ., pp. 83-84.
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BKHIBIT 2

> TdE P0SXHA31
aOM TH3 OOMPTROi.

OF IH J STATBS

.J. OF ; 3TAI25
WASHINGTON 25

B-115333 July 27, 1953

The Honorable
The Postmaster General

tip dear ?r. Portrsaster General:

This is In reply to your letter of July 20, 1953. with
regard to the elimination of pennies In accounting and reporting
processes with certain limitations.

Inasmuch as you do not plan to drop cents with respect to
transactions involving the public, or In aocounting for cash and
all other activities where accountability must be maintained,
I do not view your proposal as a departure from prescribed
accounting principles and standards, Moreover, we are Interested
In encouraging developments which will permit saving along with
the accomplishment of adequate accounting results.

Our approval of an accounting system necessarily depends
upon an evaluation of its adequacy as well as its conformity
with prescribed principles and standards. However, I can assure
you that inclusion of appropriate provisions for whole dollar
accounting along the lines outlined in your letter would not in
Itself be a cause for withholding approval. Glnce the accounting
system(s) of the Post Office Department is being developed
cooperatively with my staff, I foresee no problem in connection
with this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Acting Comptroller General
of the United States
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Section III. It is the policy of the Congress in
enacting this part that

:

(e) Saphasis be placed on effecting orderly
improvements resulting in simplified and more effective
accounting, financial reporting budgeting, and auditing
requirements and procedures and on the elimination of
those which involve duplication or which do not serve
a purpose commensurate with the costs involved.

Legality of Concept

Dhus, the concept of whole-dollar accounting was

"legalized" for use in the Post Office Department and any other

agencies that follow the same guidelines of applying the concept

to internal accounting. In 1954, J. W. Askew, the Controller of

the Post Office Department, advised Walter 3. Dewey, who was

instrumental in helping the enactment of the whole dollar reporting

proviso in the Federal Income Tax regulations that no legislation

had been required to implement the whole-dollar accounting concept

in the Post Office Department and none was anticipated in the

future. 6 after ten years of utilizing the concept, no legislation

has been required.'

John W. Moore, of the General Counsel, General Accounting

Office, stated that he could not foresee any difficulties should

the Navy desire to adopt the whole-dollar accounting concept,

^Letter from J. W. Askew, Controller of the Post Office
Department to Salter 3. Dewey, January 14, 1954.

7 Interview with Benjamin Wostein, Director of Postal
Rates Division, U. S. Post Office Department, February 7, 1964.
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provided, of course, that the Navy evaluates the areas of possible

application and presents the proposed adoptatlon of the concept to

the Comptroller General for approval prior to implementation.

While employing the concept for internal accounting in

governmental agencies, the application of rounding off amounts

to whole dollars is acceptable within the terms of the U. 3. Code

Q
Annotated, title 31. Section 686 is concerned with the purchase

or manufacture of stores or materials or the performance of

services by a bureau or department for another bureau or

department, and Is quoted in part;

• • • the head of such executive department establishment,
bureau, or office to be in the interest of the government
so to do may place orders with any other such department,
establishment, bureau or office for material, supplies,
equipment, work or services . • • ^Sayment should be
effected/ on the basis of the actual cost of the material,
supplies, or equipment furnished, or work or services
performed, • • • shall be made as may be agreed upon by
the departments, establishments, bureau or offices
concerned.

Accordingly, if the various activities agree upon whole dollar

amounts, It would be acceptable In accordance with the tf. 3. Code.

Furthermore, Internal government transactions between agencies

do not have to be exact since these transactions represent

adjustments between appropriations and accounts as distinguished

from transactions with private businesses where an overpayment

^Interview with John »/. Moore, Counselor, General Accounting
Office, February 12, 1964.

9tf. S. Clode Annotated, Title 31, Chapter II, Section 686.
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might cause a financial loss to the United States. This point

is cited in Comptroller General^ decision B-116194 of

October 5, 1953. ( -ote Appendix D)





CHAPTER VII

APPLIOABILI'ir TO IJAVI ACOOUHTI

In all facets of the Navy work Is performed and functions

accomplished within certain tolerances or standards. Basically

it is a quality control system and is applied to nearly everything

from the production of material prooessed under military

specifications to fitness reports and the preparation of

correspondence. The quality control system is allegedly applied

to the vavy accounting system and requires a zero tolerance-

accounting "to the p&zwy n in all accounts, Yet with all this

purported accuracy, accounts and records are more subject to error

when additional digits in the form of cents are manipulated. 1

Shore activities authorized to render stores returns, as well as

the Navy Heglonal Finance Centers and $avy Finance Centers, are

allowed to make adjustments in the reconciliation of receipts from

purchase2 and receipts from other supply officers *
J

In addition,

at all levels of the Navy supply and accounting system, adjustments

and surveys are made to "correct" differences.

Robert BU Birkhold, "Cents-Less Accounting, " The Internal
Auditor . (June, 1953), p. 74.

2 51

*tf. 3, liavy Department, ifajg; Comptroller a^al, 3, Sav
Bxos P-100Q, (April, 1952 Rev.) pp. 4-23-4-26,

3 Ibid .. pp. 4-43-4-45.
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With the permitted adjustments to vouehers and Inventories,

the (lav/ is actually performing accounting within controlled

tolerances other than zero, Phe employment of the whole-dollar

concept in the Navy accounting system would still allow the

accounting operation to be accomplished within the present

accepted requirements and additional benefits would also be gained

Present Applications of the Ooncept

Whole-dollar accounting is not a cure-all for it cannot

be applied to accounts reflecting cash or third person accounts

except as discussed In Chapter III. However, -onoept has

proven feasible and acceptable in numerous oompanies, the laval

Research Laboratory and the Post Office Department. The value of

the concept was noted by Ralph A, Martin, the controller of I

Standard Oil Company of Ohio, who commented that whole-dollar

accounting was one of the milestones which his company had passed

on the road of clerical improvements.

Applications of whole-dollar accounting have \teen employed

to a certain degree by the *avy for a number of years in the

disbursement of military pay* property accounting, stores accounts,

and cost accounting.

Ralph A. idartin, "Where and How to Save Clerical Ciost,

"

qontrpi;. jffloe Product;Ion , uo. 140, (Slew TorfcJ American
Management Association, 195^)* P« 7.
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Litary personnel of the Baiy are paid In whole dollar

amounts except at the end of the fiscal and calendar years, at

which times they are paid in exact dollars and cents. In paying

In whole dollar amounts, the cents are not rounded off, but rather

are maintained on the payrolls. the accumulation totals a

dollar, an additional dollar is paid.

In maintaining plant property account, the accumulated

oosts relating to a particular item of property are posted in

whole dollar amounts. Differences that result from the

elimination of pennies are accumulated by the month and the total

of the differences is reported monthly in the Reconciliation of

Plant Account (NavCompt Form 16?). The report accounts for the

basic receipt and expenditure documents flowing through the

accounting system and provides for a current and balancing summary

of plant property at each naval activity. J

ion establishing unit prloes of certain items of stock,

the
v

Tavy rounds off the price, particularly In the Navy Stock

30iint.®

rhe whole-dollar accounting concept is utilized by the

Javal Research Laboratory, shington, * in all of its internal

accounts. The laboratory is financed by the Uavy Industrial Fund

; Gents Hay Save CJs Dollars, » ffureau, o,f Supplies and
Accounts newsletter . (February, 1951), p»
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and functions as an Industrial-Commercial activity. flth a budget

of approximately $6* million in the Fiscal Year 1964, the Naval

Reeearoh Laboratory has accumulated -900 in the variance account

for a nine months period, which is compatible to previous years*

accumulations. At the end of each fiscal year the variance

aoeount in closed out to the retained earnings account as a debit

or credit.'

An example of the Navy accounting functioning within

acceptable tolerances was noted in the Bureau of Supplies and

8
op-imts -leysletter in 1951* The tfaval Aircraft Factory at

Philadelphia purchased £aaeliaa la tank from the Atlantic

Refini ^,ny. The quantity of gasoline being delivered was

determined by sound? -ie by the company's inspectors. The sound-

Inge were converted into barrels or gallons at a prescribed

temperature, and an invoice was prepared, the tank cars were

normally delivered to the Navy activity in the early morning, at

which time the Mavy inspectors would take soundings and translate

their readings in a like manner.

The two calculations rarely agreed and each time in "true

Navy tradition" the payment was made on the calculation which

Indicated the lesser amount. After some months, the company

7interview with , reed, Comptroller, ^aval Research
Laboratory, Was'" >n, D. 0,, April 28, 1964.

Gents May Save Us Dollars," loc. clt.
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accountants requested an interview. Uhe Atlantic Refining

Company's ledgers were filled with small debit and oredit amounts,

and the accountants requested that a test be run wherein the *avy

would accept the company's billing and make payment thereon. Then

after three months, the Navy would compare the total of the

inspection report amounts with the total of the billings of the

company for the same period, the company agreed that if there

was a shortage, a check for the difference would be sent to the

navy immediately.

fhe test was made and at the end of three months the Navy

figures indicated that the iiavy had received a slight amount of

gasoline over and above what the company had invoiced. The test

proved that the company had been correct in its insistence that

differences over a period of time were not worth the attention

they were getting.

lltary supply activities, including the Javy, whioh are

functioning within the framework of the new Defense Supply Agency

are utilizing the whole~dollar concept in some accounting reports.

The Defense Supply Agency Comptroller's letter of April 19, 1963,

as noted in Exhibit 3, directs applicable activities to provide

summary report information in rounded whole dollars.

ich time and effort is still expended in the Navy, as

illustrated by the letters included in Appendix 0, in attempting

to account for every pQrmy^ Aboard the ships, the letters were
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EXHIBIT 3

iuPPIiX AdENO! L2T?m TO
ILITAat IS'JPPLY AOTIVITI

- )LLAR
:PORfXN9

Headquarters
DSP ^PLT AOSJfOI

Cameron Station
Alexandria, Virginia

B3AH-0F 19 April 1963
Comptroller Letter ^o. 16

SUBJECT; Advance Hotice of Changes to the Accounting and
Inance Manual DSAM 7000,1

TO: Holders of Accounting and Finance Manual, DSAM 7000,1

1. The following instruotiona pertain to the reporting of data
on the expense Summary Report, DSA Form 86, and are effective
immediately.

Money amounts in all columns will be reported in whole
are . Fifty cents and above will be rounded to next higher
e forty-nine cents and less will be dropped.

b. In the Total Expense column of the report after the
Grand Total expenses for each allotsent/suballotment, show the
difference ( in whole dollars )due to rounding so that total
expenses will agree ( in whole dollars ) with total obligations
reflected on the applicable Status of Funds Report,

2. The provisions of this letter will be incorporated into a
future change to BSkii 7000,1.

BI OKDJSSL

R. A. UILLIA
Oaptain, SO, mn
Deputy Comptroller
Defense Supply Agency
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prepared and copies filed* 2he letters were mailed to the flavy

Supply Depot where the accounting records were researched and

adjustments initiated, the supply depot advises the ship of the

action being taken by another letter and also advised the

applicable !Javy Regional Finance Oenter of the adjustment, who In

turn makes the adjustment and officially provides the ships with

a corrected document.

are Accounting

With a yearly Navy budget of approximately *15 billion, 9

the management of the money and material necessitates the develop-

ment of systems and records to insure that: 10

1. Money and material are not misused.

2. Authorized amounts are not exceeded.

3. Programs and projects can be accurately "costed" to

permit evaluation for future budgetin

The Navy has developed an intricate accounting system to

acoomplioh these objectives with six major interrelated areas of

accounting The purpose of the accounting function io to comply

with laws concerning accountability for funds and property and to

provide service to raanagemsnt in the areas of budget formulation,

9U. 9. avy itepartment, aavy Budget Digest . Ha>v Bxos P-1355,
(December, 1963), p. 30.

10u. 3. Havy Department, Supply Management Problems-
Part XI . Supply Corps School moB 423-1, (December, 1963), p. 7-1.
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budget execution, efficiency of operations and financial progress

In the execution of plans* These six areas are:

1. Appropriation and fund accounting—which consists of

the various levels as apportionments, allocations, suballocations,

allotments, and suballo traent3 plus the less formal operating

targets. 11

2. Inventory stores accounting—accounting for material

inventories and the distribution of charges for the use of

inventory. 1*

3« Plant property accounting—accounting for oapital

property, including plant property, minor property, ships,

aircraft and missiles.

^

4. Payroll accounting—the preparation of payrolls and

the distribution of costs of military and civilian labor oosts. 1^

5* Oost accounting—accounting for costs of operations,

and in certain cases, the distribution of overhead costs. *->

6. Program accounting—accounting for program packages

in accordance with the Department of Defense program structure.

Umna ftpmptyoUej HfffflH*t 2^£j_clt., pp. 1-4.

12

13

UJ£M.
15-.,
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Application of Tiole-Dollar Accounting

Basically, the aeoounti;i,
; ; system of the Mavy closely

parallels that of private industry except for the appropriation

and fund accounting portion which is more rigidly controlled by

lfktfS, The greatest majority of navy accounting is being

accomplished for internal purposes, and, as such, is again

comparable to private industry. $he legality of employ! b the

whole-dollar accounting concept for the internal use in a

governmental agency has been established in the case of Post

Office I hibit 2). Tolerance ranges la the form

of authorized adjustments have been established in the Bureai* of

SuppU^s and Accounts,, Manuals and the Havy comptroller Manuals.

Depending on the category of the accounting, variance accounts

could be maintained at the local level or amounts could be rounded

off and ignored. Consider the appropriation accounting for ships,

as Illustrated \ij Figure 1.

Appropriation and Fund Accounting

Appropriations are developed for specific purposes, such

as procir t, military pay, and operation and maintenance of the

fleet and shore activities, these are further subdivided ^
various categories as to type of fleet or shore activities. These

subdivisions are divided still further until each unit or activity

is identified as being responsible for a certain portion of the
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PU AHD ACCOUNTING JPOH ACTIVE V JjS

, jurt

mm
Allocation

HOISS: 1. / Begional Finance Centers, ovtolk and San Dieg««
avy Regional Finance Qenter in area of Activity or Ship,
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appropriation, fhus the authority to obligate funds is granted

a ship through the procedure of controls established in budget

execution process* ?he entire process of the various

subdivisions—the allocation and suballocation. the allotment and

suballotiaent, and the operating targets—is accomplished in whole

dollar amounts*

2he ship being the final recipient of a subdivision is the

starting point for the reporting of expenditures and for the

introduction of thousands of primarily internal tiavy transactions

involving pennies* And, of course, thousands of repeated posting

to records and reports of the pennies* A typical destroyer will

process 5000-5000 transactions through its Operating Target

records in the course of spending from $60,000 to 3100,000 of

16
operating funds annually**

Under the Operating target procedures the ships maintain

a "Oomblned Requisition and Operating target ,ieeord Book" which

functions as a source of material and financial management

information* Tae record book facilitates the accumulation of

information concerning obligations and expenditures and is the

basis for the monthly Obligation/Expenditure Report to the avy

Regional finance Centers* v/hole-dollar accounting could be

employed in the posting of the obligation, which, of necessity,

.i. „n ..i, , m i. ii i mm ui m i nm, i,i«»»pm i iiu« i f« n»unm«. »lli ll i
» 'H>M lii .n> »w mn«l«im .

i In i n < ,.i i in .h. h i I I i n .1 11 1. m i 11 urn. n 1
1

1$§&mlt Hana^ent Ifroblem^art,,^ ^pc* ,c3,t*, pp* 7-20*
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are In certain Instances estimates* Expenditures , likewise, could

be recorded in whole dollar amounts, particularly if all avy

activities transacted their business in whole dollar amounts.

Assuming a ship requisitioned seven electronic tubes with

a unit price of $4,75 from a supply center, although the exact

total of the seven tubes amounted to 133*25. the amount posted as

an obll ;ation in the record book would be rounded to §33* Ihe

supply center issuing the tubes would carry them at the unit price

of 34*75; however, when the data processing computer made the

issue, the extension total of each item would automatically be

rounded off* f£he cents eliminated would be accounted for in a

cents elimination account and quarterly cleared out as an inventory

adjustment* An expenditure to the ship would be reported bf the

supply activity in the amount of §33. to the Navy Regional

Finance Center. £he necessary reconciliation at the ship and Navy

Regional Finance Center levels would be resolved with a

considerable reduction in the number of digits to be posted,

matched, and summarized. Uhis same procedure would result in

similar savings throughout the reporting system. It is

acknowledged that in this one transaction the ship gained twenty-

five cents in its Operating target and the llavy Stock Fund lost

twenty-five cents; however, with a multitude of transactions the

gains and losses should resolve themselves at nearly a 2ero
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difference. onltorin^ of the variance accounts could be

accomplished thro le stores returns and at the bureau levels

in the control ledgers.

Inventory Stores Accounting

jres accounting involves property, appropriation, and

cost accounting for the receipts of material into the custody of a

supply officer and the expenditures of suoh material. Chi

acquisition of certain material initially is funded by a

revolving fund, the u'avy Stock Fund, which is reimbursed by the

appropriations chargeable for the use of the material. Certain

terlals are procured by another t.vy appropriation, the

Appropriation Purchases Account, which is not reimbursed upon the

issue of the material. 3*'

terlal purchased for both the Appropriation Purchases

Account and the Havy Stock Account could have rounded off standard

unit prices established immediately after procurement. Currently

the vy pricing policy for determining the prioe at which an

item is to be carried on the stock records of the navy allows some

Itude. ,raph 034001-3 of the Uayy Comptroller Manual states

that

:

ii ii »! i . i ii .i»n «i - » ii m iMii m' .i ..m i i i 1. 1 m mil l i n h i i i h .ii i m i » i '»»«» i » ' ' i"
"
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Generally, the current purchase or production cost
of an item, for the purpose of establishing a standard
price, will be based upon evidence, such as current
contracts, purchase orders, or invoices, but judgment
will bf^exerci3ed to arrive at a reasonably current
price .***

In numerous instances at Navy Supply Depots and Centers,

items with established standard prices are procured locally at

prices considerably higher, due to purchases of smaller quantities,

or considerably lower, due to new production techniques or other

reasons Since standard prices are only adjusted on an annual

19
basis, differences continually occur. Inasmuch as each item may

only have one standard price, purchase adjustments are made to

account for the differences* Small items of large quantities with

estimated prices considerably less than a dollar could have

standard unit prices in cents. Upon transfer or issue, the

extensions could be rounded off as discussed previously, or in

oases of small quantities, the appropriation could be charged and

the items carried at no cost.

Store returns for internal Btevy reporting, such as the Kavy

20 21
Stock Account Rs turns, Appropriation Purchases Account Returns,

urn **m *m*mmmmm i*m nxnw n inn nx iiw
.t«E qo^ptroller Hanu,al> l&o^JLt., P* 4-5.

19 Ibid *

2
Ibid ., pp. 4-111-4-112.

21
Ibid ,, pp. 4-112-4-113.
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General Mess lieturns, and Chip's Stores _ieturns, are presently

submitted to the SaYjf iejional finance Centers and the Navy

Finance leveland, for reconciliation and consolidation,

The returns are reported in exact dollars and cents, which requires

considerably s.ore typing than required for a return in whole dollar

amounts

•

In the quarterly preparation of a Ship's Store Operating

Statement which occurs on approximately 800 ships in the fleet,

the utilisation of whole-dollar accounting would save an average

of 100 typing strokes per statement (excluding the period and

cents and not replacing them with dashes or zeros). ( ote Figure

2) The verification of the stores return at the Havy Finance

Center, Cleveland, would he ajore rapid, as noted in Chapter IV, as

would the reconciliation of supporting documents and the

consolidation of accounts for the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts.

Documents supporting the returns would be converted to whole

dollars, as illustrated In Figures 3 and 4, tlius eliminating the

perpetuation of cents throughout the reporting system, acceptable

tolerances could be established to insure the "accuracy" of the

accounts

,

... ,i i«««»»»«««»»hi i i l i .i u, muni m »nn i n il «i » i i n >n,ii»l n iiiiiiii i i imm I I i n i I H i » »i -

Wm
22 0. 3. iavy Department, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts

ual, XII, (February, 1946, 3ev . } , pp* 7-79-7-82 .

3ibi&,, pp. 9-64-9-72.
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FIGURE 2

SHIP'S STORE OPERATING STATEMENT

SHIP'S STORE OPERATING STATEMENT
»UV. j. Ah.t A. FORM .js (REV. 2-61 )

BUSANDA «£PO*»T 73'jO-

OPERAT ISO EXPENSES

4. COST OF SALES • RETAIL (EtcUJ

SALES AT COST

t . FROM WJLK STOR1S

b. FROM CLOTHING

A SURVEYS TO PROF I

T

?. MARrfOOwNS 6ELG* COST

8. COST OF OPERATION - MATERIAL

9 TOTAL a*

10. ElrUlP^ENT

VENDING MACH '.E SERVICE CHARGES

SDSY CLAIMS

ANO ^RY CLEAN. NO SERVICE CHARGES

15. TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES (Total U

16- GROSS OPERATING PROFIT (

L

I

NONOPERATlNG EXPENSES

17. PEPAYMtNT OF NSSO LOANS (EicUd\ »9 tAin« Jo

FUND ASSESSME^T£*

21.039.26

100. GO

9.626.8

NET CASH FROM SALES EQUALS
TOTAL SALES (EXCLUDING
VENDING MACHINES; REPORTED

~tt^tc~y\ ON FINANCIAL CONTROL RECORD

324. OQ

19. TOTAL NONOPERATlNG EXPENSES (To

20- NET PROFIT (L\

21. EXCESS PROFITS (Lin t 70 unui 1 5% o/ il

22. NET PROFIT

23. NET PROFIT BPQJGHT FORWARD (Lin* 31. ?r

CONTRIBUTIONS TO SHIP'S STORE PROP! TS

28 NSSO LOANS/GRANTS

.. loans/author, ty NavShlpSto Itr Ser: 324 of 1/10/63

mmm:

1,256.00

51-8?

GRANTS/ AUTHORITY

ISCELLANEOUS

2i. SURVEYS CHARGEABLE TO GENERAL FUNO

27. VENQiNG MACHINE PROFIT (fr 857.09
'

2B. TOTAL OTHER RECEIPTS fLi

ABLE FOR TRANSFER (L I

10. EXPENDITURE BY PUBLIC VOUCHER OF SHIP'S STORE PROFITSi

*• "° 138 "TED ^ January 1963

^y^mmZ^M 4,671.93
""'""""' ~*

• A.723.82

2,558.84,

31. NET PROFIT CARRIED FORWARD (Ltnt 29 JO*, t>, e« d)

32- CASH FROM VENDING MACHINES PER CASH80OK

33 COST OF SALES

34 COST OF OPERATION

35. SURVEYS

INCLUDE ONLY DRINK
VENDING MACHINES IN
THIS SECTION

JJ Ihro.jA lil

-. .—

2,558.84

2.164.

2.285.95

157.35 i
10,00

LOAN REPAYMENT ffl«l., b

TOTAL fl.iA.. 3C e*d J7)

, >i.n ..g ./ <?<; ti^5b)^.
^-;:;:;>;;;;;;;i

.
y?g^M i

,
428

.
86

38. NET PROFIT (&nt 857.09

I CiHTIFr TUT T1IE ABOVE STATEMENT OF OPERA-
TIONS IS CUBKECT TO Tll£ BEST Of MV KNOWIECCE
fm pfi iff.

3 Apr 1963 C SC, USN

Utilizing whole-dollar accounting throughout the state-
ment results in a Net Profit carried forwarded of ^2,164.
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FIGURE 3

ISSUES TC S l'2
l z JSE INVOICE

INVOICE/SHIPPING DOCUMENT
:'.ar.yaI,.Bar . YilYi-Z

(3606) USS FARGO (CL-106) 3/20/63

(3606) USS FARGO (CL-106)

3130^.2/,TC 3606

LT 84C5-266-8i3i TROUSERS, Dungaree

U? 8405-266-8485 TROUSERS, Dungaree

J/F 8405-266-8486 TROUSERS, Dungaree

IT 8405-266-8488 TROUSERS, Dungaree

U7 8405-266-8928 SHIRT, Chambray

LT 8405-266-8929 SHIRT, Chanbray

Credit J.7^4911
Exp. Acct. 510QC
Approved

fi. R. BOOTH
LCDR, SC, USN
Supply Officer

2 1.65

1 1.65

2 1.65

1 1.65

2 1.10

6 1.10

TOTAL

3 3.30

2, 1.65

2 3.3C

i- 1.65

2. 2.30

7 6.60

-i8:70-

ENTERED AS EXPENDITURE ON NAVCOMPT
FORM 153 UNDER WITH REIMBURSEMENT TO
USE — JN' WHO.-

-.. -',-..-. A.'", A.>-,G^±>~r.

I

co*ff«i%tm l ta>»

DD, ,1148 19 PT) tlACfS [OrOH Or 1 Mat M WHIG. MAT M

POSTED TO JOURNAL OF
EXPENDITURES (S. AND A.
FORM 978)

_

One of the supporting documents for the Ship's
Stored Return submitted to the Navy Finance Center Cleveland.

In the event that inventories would be maintained in
exact dollars and cents, extensions would be computed and
converted to rounded off dollar amounts for reporting purposes
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FIGURE 4

^033 3Y INVENTORY INVOICE

IMPMM6 CO*T»1«C«. T»U.' _
1 I 1 t S 1 T 1 I M 11 U 11 M 11 « i) ii i* 10 n ti j " 11 Ifl 11 1« f» 1 V 11 1] W M »» ) 7 >l 1» 40 41 4J t 1 14 4* 44 4J 44 .> M

INVOICE /SHIPPING DOCUMENT

(3606) USS FARGO (CL106) 1
3606-253-63

,
3-31-63

LOSS BY INVENTORY

i. nioairr 1 C«r t INVTU

10. KODl Of iMifHtHT II. IU LK,<*r. m,mi4

II AIM HOVCHtHT MMottOft OA K.A1 WUCNCI HO

17ZZ911 NSF

GBJtCT 1 [IPENDlIUh
;

i .tram)

ilOOO 99001

ACTIVITY

3606

activity no.

.--'. CW< T - < •

ITEM «»«««-,„« tsivt ,8& WCS
/

««, TOTAL CO*T

LOSS BY INVENTORY

-C. R. booth
LCDR.SC.USN

K. V.

Total

22.63

22.63

REPORTED ON NAVCOMPT
FORM 153 AS MATERIAL LOSS:
INVENTORY IH w«e-r aot'

!

\

" oV2I??YhZ!igc«"b? "?o
s '" Sans^nc "~\

Is

'""""
coKebs t

""«»" BKCoimoH ,'.-".L
, 1

T
,?,i,

A
,
L

l>« 1 ^Li'.":!5
1

"" \" ';TK^2.-^

POSTED TO JOURNAL
EXPENDITURES (S. AI>

FORM 978)

L
j

Jp&ifir
OF L>-^-
;d a. >^

ST " "'"""" •~"" -

— — +- —

L

...-.--77— 7_" _" '

. —
DD,.i»"s,114S 19 PT)

- <

!
:

itriACLs (cwion of i r i* WHICH KAY it uStD

One of the supporting documents for the Ship's Stores
Return submitted to the Navy Finance Center Cleveland,

In the event that inventories would be maintained in
exact dollars and cents, documentation of losses could be
in exact amounts, however for reporting purposes, only
rounded dollar amounts would be used.
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Plant Proper vy Accounting

As previously discussed, whole-dollar accounting 1b

currently authorized In preparing the Reconciliation of Plant

24
Account ( lavOompt Form 167 )• Individual record cards, however,

are still maintained In dollars and cents In accordance with the

•nr Comptroller
,
Manual instructions.^ private industries that

utilize the whole-dollar accounting concept maintain all property

accounts la whole dollars. $h© amounts are rounded off before they

are posted to the property accounts with the pennies eliminated

debited or credited to the v&miy elimination account. Depreciation

26
is also effected in whole dollar amounts. The :*avy could readily

adopt the whole~dollar concept in the maintenance of the plant

property records.

Depreciation is only applied to Havy plant property at

industrial-commercial activities. Currently the ,Iavy Comptroller

allows that the monthly depreciation figure can be rounded off;

however, latitude is given to maintain certain depreciation charges

in dollars and cents. Quoting from the Hayy Comptroller Hanua],

concerning the method of computing the depreciation:

25
Ibid.. ^. 6-35-6-37*

^Florence A. I4ay and Herbert lingman, ./hole-Dollar

119.
Accounting . { ^ontrollership Foundation, " inc., 195'

pp. 57, 05-66,





obtain th e, the
cost of the item will be divided by the number of
months of estimated life of the pro pert/ , The
resulting figure will be rounded off to the nearest
dollar by dr : the amount between one oent and
forty-nine and adding one dollar for any amount between
flft v ninety-nine 'operty record cards
currently In existence that have depreciation rates to
th t cent need not be changed* ni depreciation
charges and reserves are computed mechanically on
electric accounting machines resulting in exaot amounts,
rounding off to the nearest dollar is not required, 2 '

'fhe whole-dollar accounting concept could be applied to

all plant property accounts with all recorded amounts rounded off

as of a specific date. Computation of depreciations could easily

be programmed on electronic data processing computers which would

provide ?;rly rounded off dollar amounts and accumulate the

difference*? that are created,

Ooat Accounting

Cost accounting in the Wavy as in private business is

ideally suited for the employment of whole-dollar accounting, as

evidenced by the installation of the concept at the Naval Research

28
Laboratory, Washington, P. 0, The distribution of costs and the

application of overhead, especially with the inclusion of indirect

costs and depreciation provide a basis for converting all figures

^^^..qo^Rtroller, ,^anual, |3,c,.,,ci,t, , p, 6-93.

23 Interview with -eed, Comptroller, Jfaval Research
laboratory, vin.rton, I), QM April 28, 1964.
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to whole dollar amounts, i'he application of the concept could be

employed at all the industrial-commercial activities financed by

the iavy Industrial Fund. These activities include twelve

shipyards, seven overhaul and repair facilities for aircraft,

eight ordnance type activities, thirty publications and printing

service activities, seven public works centers, and several other
29activities. The direct costs of production are generally

accumulated by customer order. Overhead is accumulated by cost

center and distributed to production orders on a percentage basis.

Modified industrial activities which are financed by annual

or continuing appropriations could also utilize the whole-dollar

accounting concept. Included in this category are five

laboratories and experimental activities, twelve ordnance and

weapon installations, two repair facilities and a few others. 30

At these activities overhead costs are charged to an open allotment

and also accumulated in detail. Some of the activities also use a

cost center concept and have overhead distributed to production

orders on a percentage basis.

29
" jjavy.. Qomptro 11er Manual, loo, cit .. x>p. 1-5-1-7.

30
lb id . t p. 1-7.
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Payroll Accounting

the primary application of the whole-dollar accounting

concept to payroll accounting Is in the area of labor distribution

which follows the employment of cost accounting techniques at most

shore activities to provide efficiency information at nonlndustrial

activities and C03t information at industrial-commercial and

modified industrial activities, '^inor utilisation of the whole-

dollar 0023 in effect! vy pay In whole dollar amounts has

been di ^viou: x this chapter*





CHAPTSa VIII

The Problem

Sach year greater pressure by Congress is placed upon the

Department of Defense, and this on the Navy for greater economy

and more efficiency, and accordingly there have been demands for

more financial controls. To effect economy and efficiency, the

Navy has applied modern management techniques, installed automatic

data processing systems, and employed numerous work simplification

methods to all parts of the Navy management field including the

area of accounting. In accounting, procedures have been revised,

automation has been implemented and reports have been revised or

eliminated, but so far the basic ingredient of all the accounts,

records and reports—the monetary amounts represented in dollars

and cents—has not been considered.

JSot accounting for the cents has been employed by certain

segments of the business world for three decades with considerable

success. Ihe concept of whole-dollar accounting has many labor

saving aspects which could well be utilized to good advantage

in Savy accounting to effect greater economy and efficiency.

83
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Qonoept Employed for Three Decades

She ooncept of whole-dollar accounting has been employed

for over three decades in private Industry, P. A* Shio,, as the

Comptroller of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, is credited as

being the pioneer of the concept. He proposed and installed the

ooncept in the corporation in 1927 and except for one minor

modification, the original instructions are still being followed

today. Though the concept was a success from the start at

Bethlehem Steel, it was not publicized nationwide until Mr. Snick

wrote an article on the subject in 1941.

Accountants were skeptical of a concept that proposed

eliminating the pennies they had "balanced to" for years, and

although some Interest was shown in the early forties, the new

concept was set aside during war years. After World War II,

interest in work simplification methods increased and accountants

took another look at the whole-dollar concept and dozens of

companies adopted the concept without any reported failures.

During th© early fifties, even certain segments of the Federal

Government became Interested in the concept. The Internal Revenue

Department allowed the use of rounded off dollar amounts on income

tax returns, and more significantly, the Post Office Department

adopted whole-dollar accounting for use throughout its accounting

system, and the Kaval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. 0.
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employed the concept on all of its internal accounts.

With the advent of electronic computers in the late

fifties, the emphasis on work simplification shifted to that of

whole-dollar accounting was again temporarily set aside.

Finally in the sixties with the computer becoming common place

and with Information and paper flow increasing at tremendous rates,

the need for efficiency in operations is again gaining importance.

Two major problems have developed in many oomputer installations—

the storage capacity of the computer and the conversion of source

data into a form that can be accepted by the computer. The

elimination of cents in accounting records and transactions can

aid in the reduction or relief of both of these problem areas.

The work simplification concept of whole-dollar

accounting simply consists of recording accounting entries in

whole dollar amounts, at the earliest practicable point in the

accounting sequence. The cents that are thus eliminated are not

discarded, but rather are accounted for separately or are rounded

off to whole-dollar amounts. Usually the rounding off process is

accomplished by reducing the amounts below 50 cents to the next

lower whole dollar and increasing amounts above 50 cents to the

next higher whole dollar. Sven half dollars are rounded off to

the nearest even dollar. In certain Instances experience has

indicated that other cutting or rounding off points may be

necessary.
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The reasoning behind the whole-dollar accounting technique

Is based on the fact that there is a point beyond which the

expense of accounting for cents outweighs their significance and

where adequate results can still be obtained if records are kept

within acceptable tolerances. In addition, It is acknowledged

that many figures in accounting are actually based on estimates

and to present such amounts down to the penny gives an illusion

of accuracy which really does not exist*

Concept Applications

the benefits gained by the employment of the whole-dollar

accounting concept depend upon the extent to which it is employed.

Basically, the concept can be used in all accounts except those

Involving cash or a third person, such as accounts receivable

and payable, and payroll accounts. Some companies have even

resolved the problem of dealing in cents in third person accounts

by making reciprocal agreements to bill or be billed in whole

dollars. In addition to the benefits gained in balance sheet and

Income accounts, further advantages can be obtained by using the

whole dollar concept in financial statements and reports including

budgets, Internal management reports, tax returns and reports to

the Securities and Exchange Commission.

When employing the concept companies account for the cents

which are dropped or rounded off in various ways, stfhen close

tolerances of accuracy are not required, the cents are eliminated
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without any further accounting. In most oases, however, the cents

are credited or debited to a penny elimination account which has

been given a variety of titles* Instead of creating a new account,

soise companies have utilized previously established accounts as

Estimated Uncollectible Accounts Receivable and Commercial Discount

accounts to account for the cents*

Dollars and cents should be separated in the applicable

accounts as soon as possible In the accounting system* Once the

cents are eliminated they should never be reintroduced during

distribution of costs or other internal processing* In the event

that additional breakdowns of cost are required, all breaking

points would be made at whole dollar amounts* Although third

person accounts are not normally adaptable to the concept, the

necessary internal distributions from these accounts are, for

example, labor distributions can readily be accomplished in whole

dollar amounts*

Unit prices of individual inventory items are usually

maintained in dollar and cents amounts with the conversion to

whole dollar amounts being made in the extension process. Numerous

issues of single items with unit prices of less than a dollar

could create distortions if the whole dollar concept is employed*

Two methods of resolving this problem are to pre-extend the items

or to make extensions In exact amounts and periodically round off

the totals accumulated*
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Advantages and Disadvantages

The users of the whole dollar accounting have cited many

advantages of the concept* The major advantages noted were the

simplicity and easy implementation, the reduction of worlc, the

reduotlon of errors, the increased productivity, the reduction of

statement and report time, the improved quality of reports, and

the improvement of morale. In addition to these advantages, it

was noted that accounting personnel appeared more willing to

come forth with suggestions and improvements which developed into

improved two-way communications. Although not necessarily an

advantage, It should be noted that there is no mention of any

unsuccessful applications of the concept in the readings cited,

nor had the Controllers Institute in their research found any.

Once a company has implemented the concept, It has never reverted

to the old system of accounting for the cents.

>e of the companies that has employed the concept has

reported any major limitation® or disadvantages. Theoretically,

there are some disadvantages possible which might occur with

inexperience, though none has actually been reported. Uther the

hypothetical disadvantages did not occur or in the few instances

in which they did, corrective action promptly eliminated them.

Among the hypothetical disadvantages cited by the sceptics has

been that of the development of large variances, xhis has been
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disproven by many companies that have employed the concept for

years with resulting small net variances. Other purported

disadvantages cited by the skeptics, such as, that the oonoept

abandons the double entry principle, that the concept will encouragji

carelessness and lead to padding of aocounts and that the concept

is more trouble than it is worth, have all been dlsproven in the

actual application of the concept.

^fflUty of the Oonoept

£he legality of the oonoept in government applications

has been basically established by the Comptroller General's

decision which authorized the adoption of whole-dollar accounting

in the Post Office Department in 1933.

Conclusions

The oonoept of whole-dollar accounting has been employed

successfully for many years in private industry and also by the

Post Offioe Department and the $aval Heseareh Laboratory,

Washington, D. 0. Its advantages outweigh the few purported

disadvantages. The legality of the concept for government

accountIns has been established by the Post Office Department

adoption which was approved by the Comptroller General of the

United States.
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Ihe accounting syotoa of the ffltvy oiosoly parallels that

of private industry except for the appropriation and fund portion,

and even there the greatest majority of the accounting Is for

internal lavy purposes. Throughout the Uavy supply and accounting

system adjustments are effected to correct differences, which

actually is accounting within controlled tolerances. Accordingly,

it appears that the concept of whole-dollar accounting is

applicable and adaptable to the Navy accounting system In many

areas.

Should the iavy adopt the whole-dollar accounting concept

in its accounting and supply systems, greater efficiency would be

realized at all levels. A gradual conversion to the utilization

of the concept for all internal Navy accounts and reports could

be made without complicated training or lengthy directives. This

has been demonstrated by the ease at which the concept has been

Implemented in private industry and government. Initially the

procedures presently utilized by the 1,'aval Research Laboratory,

Washington, i). 0. could be employed by other industrial-commercial

and modified industrial activities with or without further

modifications. Kext, Stores Returns and all statistical reports

oould be prepared in whole dollar amounts from documents containing

exact dollars and cents. Finally, all internal Navy accounting

transactions could be acoomplished in whole dollars.





APPENDIX A

BBTHLSaSM SfSBL CORPORATION AOOOUHUItfa 0RD3R #9

"^BUIJATIOM OP OEMS PROM AOOOUHflNG RECORDS"

This Is the only Internal directive which the company

has concerning the application of the whole-dollar accounting

concept « ?he procedure was developed in 1927 and has remained

basically the same except for a minor modification in handling

merchandise sales*
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Accounting Manual Div. 2 - Sec. 9 : Pa^e 1

Accounting Orders Order #9—Elimination of Centa
from Accounting Records

ELIMINATION OF CENTS FROM ACCOUNTING RECORDS

101 General:

101.1 The effect of cents values in accounts is deemed of such small importance that
they should be eliminated from all records except where it is necessary to know the exact
cents values as in accounts receivable, accounts payable, cash and their controlling

accounts.

101.2 The manner of dealing with this problem is treated under the following

captions:

General ledger

Merchandise sales

Property accounts

Accounts receivable

Accounts payable

Payroll and cost

Inter-plant and inter-company transactions

Reports and forms

101.3 In the elimination of cents from accounting records the "give and take" method
is applied to amounts in numerous entries which are described in the following paragraphs.
This method operates as follows: in cases where the cents' amount is 50 or greater, the

amount is raised to the next higher whole dollar amount; conversely, where the cents'

amount is less than 50 the amount is reduced to the whole dollar amount only.

102 General ledger:

102.1 Since the general ledger must reflect the actual transactions of all accounts, inso-

far as they affect income accounts and the balance sheet, the cents affecting all avenues of

accounting work must find disposition through the general ledger accounts. Accounting
work, however, should be so outlined as to segregate entries into the general ledger as be-

tween dollars and cents, dealing only with totals. For example: The total amount of

bills rendered should be obtained as to whole dollars and cents separately, as later ex-

plained, so that the entry requires charging account 9S03-100—Accounts and notes receivable—
Public with the exact amount of dollars and cents of the billings, crediting account 9S25-

200—Merchandise sales with the full amount of dollars only, and crediting the difference to

account 9S25-400—Commercial discount—Purchases. Thus, it will be seen that the accounts
receivable controlling account, because it controls customers' accounts which are charged
in the exact amount of bills rendered, should be in both dollars and cents. The same
principle applies to Accounts payable and Cash, both of which should be maintained for

the purpose of exact control.

102.2 Entries originating in the general ledger division affecting the general ledger

are usually prepared in whole dollars, although in some cases a debit or credit may be
in dollars and cents which then requires a debit or credit to an adjustment account. Entries

affecting Profit and loss should be prepared in whole dollars. In order to prepare state-

ments and reports of a general ledger character it is necessary first to prepare a trial bal-

ance of the exact balances in the accounts, and, for the first 11 months in the year the

difference between total cents "Debits" and total cents "Credits" should be carried in a

Cents adjustment account. In December, however, the balances should be adjusted to

whole dollars by the "give and take" method.

103 Merchandise sales:

103.1 This account should reflect the income from sales and the cost applying thereto.

The sales value credited to the various merchandise sales classes applying to all products

should represent the cumulative total whole dollars to the nearest dollar in each invoice,

or product account of such invoice, applying thereto.

103.2 The elimination of cents from the merchandise sales product accounts should be
accomplished through the billing division's system of invoicing (ref. Div. 9A - Section 5)

and registration (ref. Div. 9A - Sec. 14), whereby the accounts receivable value (including

4-60 -±.Z
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Accounting Manual

Order #9—Elimination of Cents

from Accounting Records

Accounting Orders

cents) shown on each invoice is properly distributed between merchandise sales (dollar)

value, cents elimination, and provisions for transportation, etc.

101 3 At the end of the monthly accounting period, the accumulation of the amount

from all register controls should be credited to the merchandise sales account by plant

and product wnife the dollars, only, of the accumulation of cents should be gredrtedto

Merchandise sales-General -plant-Cents elimination The «^^^te^i±£
be credited to account 9825-lfiO—Commercial discount— Purchases Thus, the accumu

lation of all invoices and of all register controls for the month can be summarized by the

following entry for the procedure set forth above.

Debit Credit

Account 9803-100 —Accounts and notes receivable—Public $33,002.62

Account 0825-200 —Merchandise sales (various

product accounts by plant) $32,896.00

Account 9825-200 —Merchandise sales—(Cents

elimination, general plant) ^00 S32.897.00

Account 9825-lfiO —Commercial discount—Purchases
•

Account 9S12-2xx —Accounts payable—Transportation (public) "•**

Account 9S15-902 —Provision for sales commission

103 4 The procedure for handling merchandise sales accounts is set forth in Div. 9A -

Sec. 14 The provision for transportation should be accounted for m dollars and cents

as set forth in Div. 9A - Sec. 13.

103 5 By this process of using dollars only as product sales value, benefit is derived in

the distribution of such value by commodities and by sales districts. The elimination of the

centsfn these va iUes has no material significance in determining unit rates of costs, sales

or profits.

104 Property accounts:

104 1 Property accounts should be maintained in whole dollars, and entries, whether

from manufacturing operations or purchases, should be originated upon that basis. Credits

for saTvage, dismantling, and depreciation and amortization, and contra entries thereto,

should also be expressed in whole dollars.

105 Accounts and notes receivable:

105 1 Customers accounts should be kept in the actual amount of the invoice and

entries iffecdng such accounts, whether for invoices, debit memoranda, transportation

adjustments, or* cash, should be entered in exact amounts of dollars and cents.

106 Accounts payable:

106 1 Vendors' accounts and all entries pertaining thereto should reflect the actua

, •
, hntl? dnlHrs and cents The amounts of the entries, when listed on a special

re^r ScSMdbL^b^d between the whole dollars and the cents and separate

cumulative totals obtained.

106 2 The total of the cents should be charged to account 9825-WO-Commercial dis-

rounl-PurclZeslnd the total of the dollars should be charged to the operation affected

where finafdistrtbution should be made to the appropriate works ledger accounts such as

construction, inventories, operating expenses, etc.

the accounts affected should not exceed the whole dollar amount registered.

<J 103.3 - 106.3
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Accounting Orders Order #9—Elimination of Cents
from Accounting Records

107 Payroll and cost:

107.1 This division of the work is divided into the following captions:

Payroll

Labor distribution

Stores supplies distribution

Material distribution

Transportation distribution

Operating expense ledgers

Inventory ledgers

Works ledgers

General

107.2 Payroll: Earnings of employees should be calculated and paid in the exact
amounts. The distribution of labor falls into three classes; namely, that which should be
charged to process costs, that which should be charged to job order costs, and that which
should be charged to operating expense accounts and other miscellaneous accounts. The
amount of wages under either class should be charged to the respective accounts in whole
dollars, and the cents difference, through the "give and take" method, should be charged
or credited to inventory account Cents elimination.

107.3 Labor distribution: Labor distribution should be accumulated upon a time and
amount basis. The time and amounts should be accumulated over periods embracing 5 to

10 days, dependent upon local requirements, and at such time the accumulated total of the
hours or amounts charged against each account should be adjusted to a whole hour basis.

At the month-end the accumulated whole hours should be resolved into whole dollars,

adopting the method of "give and take" for the cents in each extension.

107.3-1 In exceptional cases, when a distribution involves rendering invoices

for the exact cost incurred, usually applying to miscellaneous accounts, such as

account Miscellaneous services and supplies for others, while the cost accounts should
be charged in the same manner as all other accounts on the whole dollar basis, there

should be an additional record maintained for billing purposes only upon a dollar

and cents basis.

107.4 Stores supplies distribution: This category applies to miscellaneous stores sup-
plies mainly of an operating expense character. At the time of their accumulation for cost

accounting purposes, generally two or three times each month, the credit amount should
be established in whole dollars, by giving or taking on the net cents in the aggregate of

all requisitions (by totaling the dollars and cents in the same addition), and the debits

should also be adjusted to the whole dollar to agree exactly with the amount of the credit

determined for the value of all stores supplies issued. Requisitions affecting charges to

account Miscellaneous services and supplies for others and requiring the billing of the

exact cost, should be treated dually, the same as explained for labor, namely, costs should
be charged on the whole dollar plan, while the exact amount should be accumulated for

billing purposes.

107.5 Material distribution: This category applies to materials other than miscel-

laneous stores supplies. Charges to cost and credits to inventory accounts covering the

use of such materials should be accumulated periodically by cost and inventory accounts
and cents eliminated from the totals of such charges and credits to the respective cost and
inventory accounts on the "give and take" method. Since inventory accounts should be
maintained on the whole dollar basis the cents can only arise from the individual calcu-

lations of quantity times unit rate.

107.6 Transportation distribution: Inbound transportation paid by the works ac-

counting department should be charged to account Unaudited bills— Transportation, in

dollars and cents. Charges to accounts should be accumulated in dollars and cents but
distribution to the various accounts should be in whole dollars on the "give and take"
method and the cents remaining charged or credited to account Cents elimination.

4-60
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from Accounting Records

107.6-1 Outbound prepaid transportation should be charged to account Un-
audited bills— Transportation, in dollars and cents and the total amount of such
transportation should be cleared from the account each month by a journal entry
crediting account Unaudited bills— Transportation in dollars and cents, debiting
account 983x-xxx—Home office in whole dollars, and the cents difference, determined on
the "give and take" method should be debited or credited to account Cents elimi-

nation. The transfer of the amount of outbound transportation from the works
ledgers to the general ledgers (home office) should be accomplished by preparing a
home office journal entry charging account 98l2-2xx—Accounts payable— Transporta-
tion (public), and crediting account 983x-xxx—Home office in whole dollars.

107.7 Operating expense ledgers: It is apparent, since labor and stores supplies should
be charged upon the whole dollar basis, and inter-department services distributed or
charged upon the same basis, that all operating expense accounts should be accumulated
in whole dollars only. The credits to such accounts, whether to process costs, inter-

department accounts or manufacturing orders, should also be determined to the whole
dollar upon the "give and take" method.

107.8 Inventory ledgers: With the exception of the accounts Cents elimination and
Unaudited bills— Transportation, all the accounts in the inventory ledgers should be on
the whole dollar plan, even though the unit rate of value is expressed in figures that make
it impossible to resolve a quantity into whole dollars. The cents of such extensions should
be eliminated through the method of "give and take." All accounts, with the exceptions
noted, should be charged and credited in whole dollars. The account Cents elimination

should reflect all debit and credit cents adjustments arising from entries as previously
explained. The account Unaudited bills— Transportation should represent the exact
amount of transportation. The balance remaining at the close of an operating cost period

should represent the undistributed transportation and should be expressed in dollars and
cents.

107.9 Works ledgers: The following accounts in the works ledger should be main-
tained in dollars and cents: 9801-xxx—Cash, 9803-xxx—Accounts and notes receivable, 980^-xxx—Inventories (Cents elimination and Unaudited bills— Transportation accounts only),

9812-xxx—Accounts payable, 9813-xxx— Taxes withheld and 9815-xxx—Accrued liabilities (em-
ployees and public payment accounts only). All other accounts such as property and
provision accounts should be carried in whole dollars.

107.9-1 Reports and statements, concerned with the accounts carried in dollars

and cents, should be prepared in dollars and cents with the exception of report 3—
Works ledger trial balance which should be prepared in whole dollars, showing the

accumulation of cents after the caption "Adjustment of cents."

107.10 General: All entries to account 9809-210—Inter-company balances—Plant—
General and account 983x-xxx—Home office should be in whole dollars. If cents must be
transferred to another plant or division, account Cents elimination should be charged or

credited on the receiving plant's journal voucher and account Cents elimination should be
credited or charged on the forwarding plant's journal voucher. If cents must be transferred

to the home office, account 9825-iOO—Commercial discount—Purchases should be charged
or credited on the home office journal voucher and account Cents elimination should be
credited or charged on the plant's journal voucher.

108 Inter-plant and inter-company transactions:

108.1 Accounting for inter-plant transactions (including inter-company billings)

should be conducted through account 9809-210—Inter-company balances—Plant on a whole
dollar basis, excepting inter-company billings between railroads, which should be in dollars

and cents. For end of period accounting the cents should be eliminated by the "give and
take" method for statement purposes only.

108.2 Accounting for inter-company transactions which should be conducted through
account 9809-100—Inter-company balances—Home office may include dollars and cents,

q 107.6-1 - 108.2
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since certain of the accounts involved require this accounting (as explained in previous
paragraphs). The accounts 9809-100—Inter-company balances—Home office and 9809-Sxx—
Inter-company balances—Companies may contain dollars and cents. For end of period
accounting the cents should be eliminated by the "give and take" method for statement
purposes only.

109 Reports and format

109.1 All reports should be rendered on the whole dollar basis, except for reports
dealing with home office general ledger accounts which should be maintained in dollars

and cents; forms should be prepared accordingly.

4-60 q 109 iU9.1





APP3NDIX B

OOaasSPOHDSMOE COKCJSRSING IM?I»3MSS!PAXI0»

OF fiijg WHOLS-BOLLAH ACCOUNT IITO CONCEPT

AT TH3 MVAL HSSJ2A&OH LABORATORY*

ffASHXSa?OM» D. C.

The first letter to the Comptroller of the $avy from the

Director of the ftaval Research Laboratory requested authority to

implement the whole-dollar accounting concept* The second letter

from the Oomptroller of the Havy authorized a year trial period

to determine the applicability based on actual experience* She

third letter from the Uaval Research Laboratory a year later

reported a successful operation*
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1 July 1955

3000-60/55 8HB:agg

Prom: Director, Haval Research Laboratory

to j Comptroller of the Navy

Via i Chief of Naval Research (Code 510)

Subject: "Qentless" accounting procedures applied to the records

of the Haval Research Laboratory, request for permission

to utilize

Bad: (1) Illustrative cost summary: IBM technique

1. In order to utilize the advantages of the most modern

procedures of business-type machine accounting, to present cost

and financial statements in more easily readable form, and to

effect maximum savings in processing of accounting records and

statement presentation, the Office of Comptroller of the Maval

Research Laboratory has completed a study of the most feasible

application of "eentless" accounting to the record funotions.

2, It is proposed to effect "centless w accounting at the point of

summarization of the weekly details in labor, material, and other

cost in the machine accounting process; and at the point of

summarization in the monthly detail of overhead application, leave

accrual, and income accrual, also by machine accounting process.
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For Illustrative purposes, a sample register of a weekly per diem

labor summary by which the conversion from detail actual to

"centless" summary will be accomplished, is attached as enclosure

3* By effecting the conversion at this initial stage in the

accounting process, the two digits removed will relieve two

counters in the IBM operation for each stage of processing. The

subsidiary cost and income ledgers and general ledger controls of

oost and income will likewise be relieved of the two digits. It

is proposed to maintain a single oost account within the funotions

of the Comptroller to which the pennies differences developed in

the roundlng-off technique will be debited or credited, k single

card for each register, oost or Income, will be produced from the

small difference between the rounded-off total of summaries and

the actual total of details, this card representing the debit or

credit to the single account* All processes will remain the same

as presently operating in the accounting system, with the

exception that in the multitude of operations in the subsidiary

ledgers, summarizing registers, postings to control accounts, and

cost reports, the two digits representing cents will have been

eliminated, and the one additional account to which the differences

will be debited or credited will be added to the Comptroller's

functions.

4. The savings anticipated in such a system, and amply proven by

the experience of private industry by this technique, are as

follows

:
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a* !£wo digits of machine accounting will be saved In all

of the subsidiary records, relieving the two counters In eaoh

field of the machines In which the money values are registered*

b* two digits In eaoh field of the cost reports: the Job

Order Status Reports and Functional Jtatus Reports, for examples,

will be saved for eaoh money column in the reports, relieving

that many counters in the machine registers. In these two reports

the saving of machine capacity will be eight counter positions,

allowing for better machine utilization than at present*

c. Readability of the reports will be increased, making

them an easier tool for the purpose for which designed: the

indication of progress by classification of expenditure against

the budget planning*

d. Readability of monthly Financial Statements will be

Increased, making them not only a more usable tool for management

but also Increasing the acceptability of their use by reviewing

officials.

e. Savings in labor and material in statement preparation

will be effected. Forms which at the present time require larger

than standard 8 H x 10&" pages for preparation because of multi-

columnar data will be contained on the standard page without

orowdlng* Preparation and typing of the Statements will be more

easily accomplished, effecting a saving in labor cost on this
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operation* In this regard, it should he noted that the cents

represent three digits for eaoh column of figures since the decimal

point represents one digit in the typing format.

5. It will be recognised that the asset and liability accounts

of the General Ledger will not be effected: costs will be reflected

in even dollars, with the net cents balancing to the liability

involved recorded in the account under the Comptroller as

described in paragraph 3 above; income will be reflected in even

dollars with the net cents balancing to the asset involved in like

manner. Since the cost reports will be presented in "centless"

format, it is anticipated that the abstracting of the balance sheet

items in the Financial Statements will be rounded-off to even

dollars for presentation purposes.

6. Permission to effect the program of "oentlees" accounting as

herein presented, effective with the operations of July, 1955> is

therefore requested.

S. M. TUOKSR

. H. 8S2SB
By direction
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER

WASHINGTON 23, D.C. IN REPLY REFER TO

NCA134

*MjuLyMs%
Promt Comptroller of the Navy

To i Director, Naval Research Laboratory

Viat Chief of Naval Research (Code 510)

Subj»

Reft

"Centless" accounting procedures applied to the records of the

Naval Research Laboratory* request for permission to utilize

(a) NHL ltr 3000-60/55 EHB:agg of 1 Jul 1955 with 1st end.

0NR:510:HH:dod 8er 15527 of 5 Jul 1955

(b) Telcon. between E. H. Breed NHL Compt. end Martin E. Finney

(NCA134) of 13 Jul 1955

1. Reference (a) requests approval of "centless" accounting procedures

at NHL effective with the operations for July, 1955, based upon the pro-

cedures and savings described therein*

2. From references (a) and (b) it is understood that the adoption of

Centlessf, accounting at NHL would involve the following procedures:

a. Insofar as costs are concerned, "centless" accounting would be

effected, by rounding to the nearest dollar, at the time EiM Summary

Cards are punched (i.e., weekly for labor, material and other costs;

end monthly for leave accrual and applied overhead). Thereafter, all

costs would be carried in even dolLars in the Subsidiary Cost ledger

and the Job Orders in Progress Subsidiary Ledgers. The contra liability

accounts would continue to be carried at actual value and the differences

resulting from rounding would be debited or credited to a new general

overhead cost account to be opened under the cognizance of Office of the

Comptroller. At the end of each month the balance in this new account

would be included as a factor in determining the amount of overapplied

or under applied overhead costs as shown in the statement of retained

earnings.

b. Inasmuch as all costs would be carried in even dollars in the

Job Orders in Progress Subsidiary Ledgers, sponsors would be billed on

this basis and Accounts Receivable - Sponsors and Income from Services

Billed likewise would be carried in even dollars.

o. With the foregoing exceptions, all other general ledger accounts

would continue to be carried at actual value. However, these balances

would be rounded to the nearest dollar at the end of each month, for

presentation purposes, in preparing the balance sheet and supporting

financial statements.

i
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-3ubj» "Contless" accounting procedures applied to the records of the

Naval Research La". oratory; request for permission to utilize

m From references (a) and (b) it is understood also that significant

savings ore anticipated if the foregoing "centless" accounting procedures

are adopted. A number of EAM counter positions would be relieved, thereby

imroving machine utilization. Saving In labor and material would be

effected in the preparation of monthly financial and cost statements. ^
-

The adoption of the procedures would result also in improved readability

in various internal EAM reports and in the monthly financial and cost

statements.

-

:

I-

I .

L In view of the anticipated benefits, provisional approval of the fore-

going procedures is hereby granted, on an interim basis, subject to the

following conditions:

a. "Centless" accounting for costs will be effected, by rounding

to the nearest dollar, at the time EAM Summary Cards are punched, as

described above in subparagraph 2a.
[

b. The HHL Comptroller will establish the abovementioned new general

overhead cost account, with appropriate account number and title, for the

purpose of accumulating the net differences resulting from the rounding of

costs.
I

I

'

r.
'."'

- I

c. The entries in this new account will be reviewed personally by

the NHL Comptroller at the end of each month, to assure that the account
...

is being used properly and that the balance in the account is not excessive.

d. The balance in the new account will be shown separately in the P ?
monthly financial and cost statements. The entries to the account for the • , ;

-

current month, and fiscal year to date, will be summarized and commented

upon to the extent required.
ill

e. The general ledger balances will be rounded to the nearest dollar

at the end of each month in the fiscal year except June, for presentation

purposes, in preparing the balance sheet and supporting statements. In this

manner, interim financial statements will be stated in even dollars but the

final balance sheet and statement of retained earnings at the end of each

fiscal year will be stated in exact amounts. Because of rounding costs at

the EfiM Summary Card level, however, it should be noted that Accounts Receiv-

able-Sponsors, Job Orders in Progress, and the Statement of Income and Costs

will be carried in even dollars.

f. If the adoption of the "centless" accounting procedures results

la a satisfactory experience, at the end of fiscal year 1956 the NHL

Comptroller will submit request for permanent approval, through channels,

with appropriate justification, based upon such actual experience.

i
*-• •

t~

t

1

"

N. P. CM
Assistant Comptroller ,.

I Ob £0 4 [:
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Ser 17361
27 July 1955

FIRST ENDOHSEMEHT on Office of the Comptroller ltr KCA13^ dtd 20 Jul 1955

prom: Chief of Ilaval Research

To: Director, llaval Research Laboratory

SubJ: "Centless" accounting procedures applied to the records of the

llaval Research Laboratory; request for permission to utilize

1. Forwarded. The basic letter contains Comptroller of the Navy approval

of the Laboratory's "Centless" accounting proposal, subject to certain con-

ditions,

2. The Laboratory will observe all the conditions of the basic letter.

In June 1956 the Laboratory will submit to this Office a request for

permanent approval of "Centless" accounting together with a complete Just-

ification based upon operational experience. This Justification should

clearly indicate those processes where significant savings were experienced

and the nature of such savings.

Win. W. EDWARDS
By directioa

Copy to:
" 1013^

•
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3000-83/55 EEBiajo 30W7'H§3

Free: Director, naval Bsccsrch ie2jo33yfcory

Stoi C'."TtroU.c? cT the Ifcwy (Cofia :::^X3)

t^i Qsicf cr I&wal flssearea (ceds £10}

Stibjs
t
'Ccr.t.'JJC.':5

,
* accouxrtins precefiiares sallied to tfco records

c? t&a nrrrJL ITascarca ia&oratcayi rcgaesst for pejEasaaafc

ggprovaX

Jtefa (a) RotCcjep Xtr BCAl3fc cr 20 <&0.7 X255 «ttfc estorsaasa*
GZEfclflGjffii serial X73&1 ci" £? cTiily X255

X» Ja ctsssliaoce «lth reference (n)* tha Esnral Sfeaesrca U^ecratory
Ino operated vlth a eystca cr "cc2.t-2.eco*

1 cccosatl^s <tatno £lcceJL

year 1>$5« ErPou$j Kecftar&sea prsce&ursa ia tko E^S process, eio
r^ry ccri3 prejper^ Areas dstalX c^ris in ctich xceceS3 of cost
erasasrisatioa certain t!jc» net; "rcusdad" cssount of t>.2 dstolXs

tiio laboratory fcr tba tea ssssl hs oswratioas through 30 A$ril,
dated i? fSsy> the net. variance frcn actusX costs t&ich. lias l>ecn

absorbed In this process io a credit c£ §£39*3X*

2. As required by reference (a), ttois variance "tea been ccztroXlcd
t?y debit cr credit for caca coot classification "rcnM-lins" cgeratica
in a r^cciel CTcxftrsl cc3t accoasxt* E&ees entries isavc been re- .

vlcsed rawtihlyt erjl reported in ths cantyuta to tiio lisancial State*
Esszts*

3* Also ess required by reference (a), the general ledger account

E2XJ323tat!ca purposes, A cursory ccerrrrlccri cT t22S rir^ec^.nl etstcccsta
cf CO iivriX X553 ^it!i t>eee ciT 20 A.^rll l^/S c:;ei0.d serra to iXlustrats
vXd Ir^rcnrsasnt ia rcafic^iXltyj cci tbs ctj^tcrrc^t cr IMr^neilrX Cca-
£itios, t:-j:co colirna c£ figures i.ri tha X955 report ere cxcrfos! ceir-o

jfcur lach23 ci* tuples cr^ce; tba carsa tLrso celnz:e ia the 2£56 report
tc:"^e a little over t*src« ioShiis alXctrisjg cora ESc^uate ^.^ece Tcr itca,

V .. ..:—j._.v— »-i C-—i «» ~-^ >~~-J <--v, ••-—.,— _, W-* < J Clt Ti< ti» .1 lnl>* i t^ ia k J C~w Ww«v£Jl

cclirzi etatascst] eacsnry Ctstcaciit c£ Costs, ail t!ie four caU^n
statcss23it; etatcesat cJT rr-Oo^^e-ry Accounts, la tha 195^ reports ors
ce^LXy caa.taln--Kl ca otarr^ari 3 X XO 2/2 isca r^per by dXa*ect typist
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£aaji "Ccrtlccs" ccccaetlcG procc^uroo ensiled to tie rcccrSs
of C:d I^.val research Tr.frorstoiy} rc^ua-t Tor prreaynt
ccsccval

£TCCCC3, v£±ca cculd tot bavo bcca dcao til tao ctatcaeata contained
t^e caOIticaai di£lta.

& Xrteraal laaaacaesat ix>xjQrta c^as^t'd fcy ET-* fcavo fcccn increased
ta usefulness fcy taa inclunloa c? cdalticaal Cata, uoir^j rc^letcr fields
\£:Ica tare ctacreico ucslcoaly prceayted fcy the "cct" electa, Eieae
reports tare clco been rcr.aercd cere uxuiful to tha jco^r*^ nanacere
fcccauro c? taeir increased readability.

5* In the nscl^aica of casual poetlns cT leScsra end tas t^ln^ cf
fcacral atatcneataj there have been eacvlna c£ eC-crt. Crrins FY 1955>
the Iterclal Ctatcscate of taa laboratory fcavo ecca released ca tao
crerase cpprosiastoJy fcur calca£ar €270 earlier then they trsre In
VZ 1555» A lar^s part c* CHo caTirs fcee beca fis» to tao facility o*
tao nscbaalcal operation \m?cr the "csatlesa" eccountl&a eystca*

Cm ror the cbcra etated reaccao, t&Lch ctraairieo tie eatiofactcry
cs^crlcaso cZ "ceatlcsa" c^ccaatiss at tao Cava! Ecsearca Laboratory,
tt to revested taat paroaacnt egsroval fco given to tao laboratory
to iraflnfsln taa eccouata fcy tale aystcsu

E. S. BKESO
Ey direction





APPEHDIX

JXMPL33 OF h$nm$ &BQtf£STI*JG AQOOUWSim

ABJUSSIOTfS OP LS33 JHAS A DOLLAR

The letters are concerned with Internal Uavy accounting

adjustments. Consider the time and cost involved on the ships

preparing the letter, with several copies, filing and mailing

the letter. Then consider the time and cost of the Navy Supply

Depot and the tfavy Regional Finance Center consumed in research,

accounting adjustments and correspondence.
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U. S. 3. CASTOR (AKS-l)
c/o FUW POST OFFICE

SAW FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

AKS-l/ J
:

:bI^

4410
Ser: /</""

2 5 JUL 1963
From: Commanding Officer, U.S.S. CASTOR (AKS-l)
To: Commanding Officer, Naval Supply Depot, i.'aval Bajje Newport, R. I.

Subj: Credit and Debit Invoices; request for

Ref : (a) BUSANDA Manual, Para. 25090-14
(b) 1JRF0, SAN DIEGO Summary for the month of Kay 1963

1. The below listed invoice (« ) waa/w»*»e forwarded charging USS CASTOR
AKS-l (08551) operating funds. The material should have been invoiced
to NSC, Oakland (228), Expenditure Account 51000, Class 224 for USS CASTOR
AKS-l (08551) in accordance with reference (a).

2. It is requested that a credit invoice be prepared to offset charges
against the CASTOR OPTAR and debit invoice bo prepared charging NSC,
Oakland (228), 51000, Class 224, for USS CASTOR AKS-l (08551). The number
three and four copies of the debit invoice and a copy of the credit invoice
mu3t be forwarded to this activity to bo used as accountable copies ,

3. The following is submitted for information purposes:

Invoice/ Requisition Stores Account Money Value Cog. Group/Class

08551-3095-6438 13000 .10 2A 1005

4. Credit for the above si ould indicate FY'63 account:!

n

t
- information

1731804.?410 allotment 24005/63.

Copy to:
:3 VPAC

i RFC, a • DIEGO

W. N. HADDOCK
By direction
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U.S.S. JOHN A E30LE (DD-755)
n bet post on u i

SAN r RANCISCO. CALIFORNIA ~
, :

1 A I

:

-
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1 2 b, Newport, n. I.
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I ^
2. reqiest. Your immediate attention will be appreciated,

o clef unmatched < .ture from ship's (

r direction
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U.S.S. OKANOGAN ( APA-220)
FLEET POST OFFICEFLtti ru

, N REPLY REFER TO:

SAN FRANCSCO. CAL.FORN.A

:

2 OCT 1963

is jum e; request for correction

u ,hcfollt ,een received and require* corr

Active

.id Cod< :

17

1N5910-! -
:r:

S 76
ae:

,

* _
anber:

1W '^

j,
^ f) -

MNP *HIPO-32ie/1°« 10-6J1
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NFA ORK NEW YORK

L6/07
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24 JAN 1964
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U. S. S. LOFBERG ( DD-759

)

m
CO FLEET POST OFFICE

san francisco. California DD759/PK/ym

7303/7330
3c r:

5 APR
|

From: Owmmonuing 0fficer1 U.S.S* LOFBERG (DD-759)

To: Commanding Officer, Naval Supply Dopot, Naval Base, Newport,
h. I. Attn: Fiscal C nicer

Subj : Unmatched expenditures; request for correction of

1. Correct on of erroneous charges is requested concerning the foll-
owing listed expenditures summarized by NRFO, S. n Diego for September
196 :

AMOUNT RFNARKS

122.50 See Note # 1

$ 1.^5 See Note 4 1

$ l.i*0 See Note § 1

$ .35 See Note § 1

9 .60 See Note 1

$ .39 See Note # 1

$ 3.^+0 See Note * 1

$ .59 See Note it 1

8 .08 See Note # 1

* 5.02 See Note # 1

* 2.80 See Note # 1

% 1.20 See Note * 1

COG SYMBOL, FSN FuND ISSUING
REQUISITION NO. CODE ACTIVITY

N6625-648-8932
32855372 BB 298

N L 905-'. -1-1^05

32^51^8^ BB 298

N5905-068-3739
32851758 BB 298

N5905-839-46'
3285202^f BB 298

HO-270-4853
BB 293

N 59IO-806-O668
32853020 BB 298

N591C-ol9-&15o
32853075 BB 298

N 5910-823-1695
32853128 BB 298

N5920-284-77
32853358 BB 293

-7^19
32853905 BB 298

N5935-681-3262
5285^010 BB 298

N 5935-707-7966
3285^031 BB 298





1$Q

DD7 c;9/PK/yni

VX)V7330

M^9 - • -79

54057 bB 29« $*. See Note ,- 1

*0-752-< '

$klk2 BB 298 $6.^+0 Soe Note # 1

Note y- 1: Requisitions submitted to NSC, Oakland an "initial allowance
ui repair parts-charge BUShlPS C03AL allotment" reference
BUSHIPSDJSI 73^3. 2C Ch. IV. Charge: 1721804.2420 allotment
number l*212. xj expenditure account number 13000 fund code PB

and project code C02»

W. H. HAHTMAN

Copy to:
CcMOPUDESPAC
IRFO, SDIEGO





APPJSHDIX

GQHPIKOLIiBR ttSUBHiii DiSOISION

B-U6194 OF OCHOB^H 5, 1953

This Oomptroller General's decision cites the fact that

transactions between government agencies are considered as

adjustments between appropriation and accounts » as compared to

payments to private concerns where an overpayment could result in

a financial loss to the United States,

111
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON ZS

B-U6l9li October 5, 1953

iiajor J. U, Cook, Jr.j USAF, iisbursing Officer
Through idrector of Finance

Department of the Air Force
Washington ki>, l • C.

Lear .lajor Cook;

2y letter dated July °, 1953* the lirector of Finance forwarded

to this Office your letter of liarch 26, 1953, with enclosures, re-

questing a decision as to whether the vouchers in payment of in-

voices Uos. I-I06, 1-1*63, 1-510, 2-1-561, 11-1-15, 11-1-16, 11-1-17

ana 10-1-1*59, from the Panama Canal Company, which were attacned to

your letter, are proper for payment.

It is stated in your letter that the questions at issue on these

vouchers fall into the follov.ing categories, which are considered in

the order presented.

"a. Is it obligatory upon the Finance Officer to require that
the Panama Canal Company furnish a detailed breakdown, by classifica-
tion arid actual rate of pay (in the case of labor;, description and
unit price (in the case of materials) and basis of determination of
'other' costs, on bills rendered by the Panama Canal Company? 11

The answer to this question would depend upon the terms of the

agreement. It must be remembered that both the Panama Canal Company,

which was created a body corporate as an agency and instrumentality

of the United States (section 2hS of Title 2 of the Canal Zone Code)

and the department of the Air Force, are instrumentalities of the

Federal Government. Payments by one to the other represent adjustments





m

B-11619U

between appropriation and fund accounts of Government agencies as

distinguished from payments to private concerns where an excess

payment might result in a financial loss to the United States, To

require the Company to furnish the describod detailed breakdown in

all cases would increase overhead costs which, in turn, would be

passed on to the department of the Air Force. While it would seem

preferable for a detailed breakdown to be furnished in some cases,

especially -where no or -very little additional overhead costs lould

be incurred, such as where specific lists of materials and supplies

were purchased or possibly in the construction of a facility, there

are other cases where it would be costly, impracticable, and serve

liutle purpose to supply details of the several elements of cost.'

Answering this question specifically, it is not obligatory upon the

finance officer to require a detailed breakdown in the absence of a

provision in the agreement to the contrary, assuming that it is de-

termined that the overall services were rendered to the extent reim-

bursement is requested. See ii-ii523&> November 17 j 19Ui*

"b. Are transactions between the United States Air Force and
the Panama Canal Company, a wholly-owned Government corporation as

defined in the Government Corporation Control Act of 19U5, governed
by the Economy Act of 1932? * « * "

(

Since the Panama Canal Company was created as an agency and

instrumentality of the Government, there seems no doubt that, as sail,

it is an "independent establishment of the Government" within the

-2-
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meaning of that teraas used in section 601 of the Economy Act, hi

Stat. ul7, a s amended, 31 tf.S.C. 666, notYd/thstanding its corporate

form. The service here involved may have been performed under the

authority of that act. However, such services also could have been

rendered by the Company under the authority of section 2h9 of Title 2

of the Canal Zone Code to "make or furnish sales, services, equipment,

supplies and materials «*« to agencies of the" Government of the united

States." Your question is answered accordingly.

n c. If the Economy Act applies, does the provision of such act
that:

n, the amount to be paid shall be based on actual cost of supplies
or services as agreed upon by the departments or agencies
concerned 1

"preclude the addition to direct costs by the Panama Canal Company
of an overhead rate admittedly computed on a theoretical, hypothetical
or estimated basis which includes, depreciation, interest and re-
serves and is intended to recover not only the operating costs of the
corporation but the net cost of operating the Canal Zone Government
as well? Yibuld not payment ox such an overhead charge be in contra-
vention with Section 3676 of the Revised Statutes (Title 31* Sec. 628,

u.S.C.) which requires that:

" 'All sums appropriated ior the various branches of expendi-
ture in the public service shall be applied solely to the
objects for which they are respectively made and for no others'

?

n

Regardless of whether the services were rendered under section

601 of the Economy Act or section 2U9 of Title 2 of the Canal Zone

Code, the Company would still be required to attempt to collect all

of its costs, including a part of the cost of the Canal Zone Government.

-3-
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Section 601 of the Economy Act provides for the recovery of "actual

costs" as determined by the agencies and it has been held that that

term "actual costs" includes, in addition to direct costs, the in-

direct cost proportionately allocable to such services, 22 Comp. Cen«

71* • The legislative history of the act of September 26, 1950, Public

Law 81*1, 8lst Congress, which reorganized the Panama Railroad Company

and renamed it the Panama Canal Company, makes it clear that the Com-

I

pany is required to be self-sustaining and to reimburse the United

States Treasury for the cost of the Canal Zone Government, The Com-
I .

mittce on -lorchant Llarine and Fisheries, House of Representatives,

in its report, H. Rep. 2935* wist Congress, on II. R.. 6677 (enacted as

Public Law 6^1) specifically noted the language in the Bureau of

the Budget's report appearing in K. Loc. Uo. 1;60, as follows:

» *•*« Sales or services between divisions of the Company,
or between the Company and the Canal Zone Government, should be charged
as nearly as possible at the cost of producing such goods or services,
excluding interest and the Company's share of the cost of civil govern-
ment. Sales and services to all others, including Government agencies,
should be at prices over cost which may reasonably be expected to

cover, in the aggregate, the interest on the Government's investment
and the Company's share of the expense of civil government and related
activities."

In view thereof, it is believed that the cost, to be recovered by the

Company, should be expected to cover, in the aggregate, the interest

on the Government's investment and the company's share of the expense

of civil government and related activities in addition to other costs.

It apparently was contemplated that Government agencies be charged

generally on the same basis as private concerns in this respect* Both

-1*-
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questions are thus answered in the negative, although this Office

is not aware of what you refer to as "theoretical, hypothetical or

estimated" basis for determining indirect costs.

"d. If applicable, doos the Economy Act restrict the Panama
Canal Company from submitting a firm bid when such transaction is
in competition with private ly-owned commercial organizations cap-
able of furnishing the same supplies or performing the same services?
In this connection, it has been evidenced in some cases that by
awarding work to the Panama Canal Company, who submitted the lowest
bid, the Air Force was charged a greater amount than would have been
the case had the firm bid been accepted."

Section 601 of the Economy Act specifically provides that the

transactions thereunder shall be on an "actual cost" basis as agreed

upon between departments or agencies concerned, and it has been held

that the methods of ascertaining the amount of the "actual cost" are

primarily for determination by the agencies concerned. As long as

the amount agreed upon results from a bona fide attempt to determine

the actual cost and, in facL, reasonably approximates the actual cost,

no objection to payment in the amount agreed upon will be made by

the General Accounting Office. There undoubtedly are transactions

where the "actual cost" may be determined in advance with a reasonable

degree of certainty, and, in such cases, section 601 of the Economy

Act would not preclude the submission of a firm bid by the perform-

ing agency. But a firm bid under that section would be precluded

where the actual cost could not be ascertained in advance with a.

reasonable degree of certainty. Question d. is answered accordingly.

However, -it may be stated that the Panama Canal Company could make

firm bids on materials, supplies or services to be furnished Government

-5-
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agencies under section 2h9 of Title 2 of the Canal Zone Code, provided

that the bid is in an amount, expo cted to cover the coats of the material,

supplies or services, including the interest on the Government's invest-

ment and the company's share of the expense of civil government and re-

lated activities.

"e. Again, if the Economy Act applies, does not the provision
of such act as quoted in c. above infer that a bilateral, formal
agreement should be entered into between the requisitioning and
requisitioned agencies which would set out the manner of requisi-
tioning and the prices to be charged?"

It consistently has been held that section 601 of the Economy

Act contemplates that a -written order or agreement in advance will

be entered into by the responsible administrative officer of each of

the departments or agencies, 13 Comp. Gen, 23k> IS id. 32 j 2li id. ii20.

In answer to question e., it may be stated that the manner of requi-

sitioning materials or supplies and the method of determining the ac-

tual cost undoubtedly are proper elements for inclusion in the required

agreement.

"f . If the Economy Act does not apply to transactions with the
Panama Canal Company, should the vouchering procedures applicable to
regular commercial accounts apply, including mandatory audit of cost-
reimbursement type transactions when necessary?"

Question f . is answered in the negative since, irrespective of

whether the Economy Act is applicable, the payments are still be-

tween instrumentalities of the Government and represent mere adjust-

. ments between appropriations and fund accounts of Government agencies.

It may be stated that the accounting system of the Panama Canal Company

is now being revised, which, when completed, will provide a better basis

-6-
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for determining the cost ox material, supplies and services furnished

to Government agencies.

The vouchers enclosed in your letter, v/hich are returned herewith,

represent mere partial payments under the various contracts involved

and are proper for payment, if it is determined that services have

been rendered in accordance v.ith the terms of the contracts to the

extent reimbursement is requested and the certificate of the contract-

ing officer is signed, except that the voucher in payment of invoices

Nob. 10-1-159, 11-1-15, 11-1-16 and 11-1-17, should be in the amount

of <&,li3k.35 instead of &,i43li.25.

Sincerely yours,

Xladsoy C. barren

Comptroller General
of the United States

Enclosures

f
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